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ABSTRACT

Context. Gaia Early Data Release 3 (EDR3) contains results for about 1.8 million sources in the magnitude range 3 to 21 in the
G-band based on observations collected by the European Space Agency Gaia satellite during the first 34 months of its operational
phase.
Aims. We describe the input data, models, and processing used for the photometric content of Gaia EDR3, and the validation of these
results.
Methods. The processing broadly followed the same procedure as for Gaia DR2, but with significant improvements in the treatment
of BP/RP background and detection of crowding effects. Calibration models have also been improved to account for flux loss over the
whole magnitude range.
Results. Overall the calibrated mean photometry has been improved, for all bands, with respect to Gaia DR2.
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1. Introduction

Gaia Early Data Release 3 (EDR3, Gaia Collaboration et al.
2020) is based on data collected during the first 34 months of the
nominal mission (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016) and provides
an astrometric and photometric catalogue for more than 1.5 bil-
lion sources. Gaia DR3, planned for the second half of 2021, will
be based on the Gaia EDR3 astrometry and photometry but will
provide a much more comprehensive set of data including mean
BP/RP spectra, radial velocities, detailed information on many
different classes of variable sources, complementary astrometric
information on extended and non-single sources, classification
and astrophysical parameters for different subset of sources. Al-
though the number of sources in the Gaia EDR3 catalogue is
only slightly larger than that of Gaia DR2, the cyclic nature of
the Gaia DPAC processing means that the new release is based
on a complete reprocessing of the mission data allowing it to
benefit from substantial improvements in the various CCD cal-
ibrations, instrument models, photometric and astrometric cal-
ibrations. Additionally, the inclusion of one additional year of
mission data with respect to Gaia DR2 allowed to further reduce
the errors on the source photometry and astrometry.

This paper provides an overview of the photometric process-
ing that contributed to the Gaia EDR3 catalogue focussing on
the improvements that were introduced for this data release. A
comprehensive view of the photometric processing and its evo-
lution over Gaia data releases is given, in addition to this paper,
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by the set of papers published for Gaia DR1 (Carrasco et al.
2016; Evans et al. 2017; van Leeuwen et al. 2017), Gaia DR2
(Riello et al. 2018; Evans et al. 2018) and the companion online
documentation of the Gaia archive1. Since the main focus is on
the Gaia photometry, this paper provides only a summary of the
BP/RP spectra pre-processing, the principles of the internal cal-
ibration of the BP/RP spectra will be provided in Carrasco et al.
(2020), the spectroscopic content of Gaia DR3 will be presented
in De Angeli et al. (2021) and the external calibration process
will be discussed in Montegriffo & others (in preparation). Fi-
nally, in this paper we discuss the quality of the Gaia EDR3
photometric data providing guidelines for making best use of the
catalogue and describing some known issues that the end users
should be aware of to avoid problems in their own scientific anal-
ysis.

2. Data used

Gaia EDR3 is based on 34 months of observations starting on 25
July 2014 (10:30 UTC) and ending on 28 May 2017 (8:45 UTC),
corresponding to 1037.9 days. In the paper, mission events are
reported in onboard mission timeline (OBMT) expressed in units
of satellite revolutions (see Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016). The
time covered includes the same range used for Gaia DR2 with
an additional one year of observation providing a 54% increase
in time coverage with respect to Gaia DR2.

A detailed description of the Gaia instruments is provided in
Gaia Collaboration et al. (2016) and a summary of the main char-
1 https://archives.esac.esa.int/gaia
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acteristics relevant to the photometric processing can be found in
Riello et al. (2018) and Evans et al. (2018). The main events
in the time range covered by Gaia DR2 are listed in Riello
et al. (2018). In the additional year of observations included in
Gaia EDR3, one more decontamination campaign was carried
out. At the end of this last decontamination campaign the satel-
lite focus had not degraded and therefore it was not necessary to
refocus the instruments. See Appendix B for a list of the time
ranges covered by the various events and a description of addi-
tional gaps in the data.

The key input used by the photometric and low-resolution
spectra processing system PhotPipe for the measurement of G–
band fluxes are the results of the ‘image parameter determina-
tion’ (IPD) process performed by the intermediate data update
(IDU) system. This task estimates the observation time, across-
scan position (for 2D windows) and instrumental flux of the
source in each SM and AF window, along with their associ-
ated formal uncertainties. The modelling of the window con-
tents is a complex process involving many calibrations, from
the electronic bias through to the point-spread function (PSF,
for 2D windows) or line-spread function (LSF, for 1D win-
dows). Significant improvements have been made to these cal-
ibrations between Gaia DR2 and Gaia EDR3 and hence to the
fitted G–band fluxes. Foremost is the quality of the PSF/LSF;
in Gaia DR2 a single library with very limited parameterisation
was used, whereas all of the major dependencies are activated
in Gaia EDR3. In this release the variation of the PSF/LSF with
time due to changes in focus and contamination level is tracked.
The wave number was used, when available, to properly rep-
resent the colour dependence of the profiles, and the smearing
effect of the across-scan motion is included, along with the vari-
ation across each charge-coupled device (CCD). To better model
the Gaia PSF a shapelets-based scheme has superseded the prod-
uct of the along scan (AL) and across scan (AC) LSFs used in
Gaia DR2. A detailed description of the PSF/LSF modelling is
provided in Rowell et al. (2020). The other calibrations used in
IPD, such as the electronic bias and non-uniformity, dark signal,
charge injection and release have all been redetermined in IDU
to improve their self-consistency and resilience to data gaps. En-
hancements have been made to the masking of saturated sam-
ples, and to remove suspected secondary sources within a win-
dow. Finally, a local background has been fitted for the major-
ity of windows, allowing a much better tracking of the extreme
straylight features.

For GBP and GRP, PhotPipe starts from the raw data and
deals with the generation and application of the various calibra-
tions required to produce bias and background corrected epoch
spectra which are then geometrically calibrated removing the op-
tical distortions and CCD geometric effects. The bias and prox-
imity electronic module non-uniformity mitigation is based on
a set of calibrations produced by IDU. Two key improvements
have been introduced for Gaia EDR3: the determination of the
local background for each BP/RP observation including both
straylight and astrophysical background contributions; an as-
sessment of the crowding status of each observation based on the
predictions of observations on the focal plane for all objects in
the source catalogue covering the entire time range spanned by
the processing. More information on these aspect of the BP/RP
pre-processing are provided in Sect. 3.

As already described in Riello et al. (2018), one critical piece
of input information used by PhotPipe is the cross match pro-
duced by IDU. The purpose of the cross match is to identify
transits belonging to the same astrophysical source and to ex-
clude spurious detections of artefacts around bright sources. A

detailed description of this key process is provided in Torra et al.
(2020). It is critical for the end user of the Gaia EDR3 catalogue
to realise that a Gaia source and all the properties associated
to it are defined by the set of transits that have been associated
to it by the cross match process. Direct comparisons of individ-
ual sources between the Gaia DR2 and Gaia EDR3 catalogues
should take into account that: the fact that the source identifier
is the same in the two data releases does not imply that the cor-
responding astrophysical source is the same; even when the as-
trometry is consistent it is still possible that a significant fraction
of the transits that were associated to that source in the Gaia DR2
catalogue are not any longer in the Gaia EDR3 catalogue. We
therefore strongly discourage the end user to draw conclusions
based on direct comparisons of sources between Gaia DR2 and
Gaia EDR3. We instead suggest to perform statistical compar-
isons of similarly selected datasets from both archives (e.g. com-
paring colour–magnitude diagrams for particular sky regions).

3. BP/RP spectra processing

Several aspects of the BP/RP (pre-)processing have not changed
with respect to Gaia DR2. Here we focus on a few important
improvements and additions that were introduced in the latest
processing focussing on aspects that are relevant for the photo-
metric processing.

3.1. Crowding evaluation

The crowding evaluation process is an assessment of the crowd-
ing status of a transit based on the pre-computed scene. This
is defined as the predicted observation time and AC coordinate
for all objects in the source catalogue computed projecting their
known astrometric coordinates onto the focal plane given the
satellite attitude and geometry. The scene covers the entire time
range covered by the data. These predictions are used to assess
whether a given transit happened to be contaminated by a nearby
source (that may not have had a window assigned in that specific
scan of the satellite in that region of the sky) or if there was some
additional source captured by the same window (a slightly larger
window size was used for this to include sources that happened
to be just outside the window). The assessment of course takes
into account accidental contamination or blend from the other
FoV.

While for the assessment of the blending the simple knowl-
edge of the relative positions of window and scene sources is
sufficient, for the contamination evaluation an estimate of the
AL and AC LSF is required well beyond the boundary of the
window. For the processing leading to Gaia EDR3, the contam-
ination surrounding a bright object has been characterised us-
ing black-listed transits. These are transits that were not cross-
matched to any existing source and did not trigger the generation
of a new source because they were considered to be spurious
detections caused by diffraction spikes around bright objects. In
the AL direction the contamination profiles were described using
splines. In the AC direction a simpler approach was taken inter-
polating linearly in magnitude space between the central value
and the distance at which the brightness level was below the typ-
ical background. This distance was estimated from the analysis
of the blacklisted transits as a function of the magnitude of the
central source. Figure 1 shows a typical 2D reconstruction of the
contamination around an object of magnitude 6 for BP in the top
panel and RP in the bottom panel. This can then be scaled ac-
cording to the magnitude of the contaminating source. The map
shown in the plot corresponds to an area of 7 arcmin AL by 1
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Fig. 1. Reconstructed contamination due to an object placed at the co-
ordinate origin. The 2D map is the result of evaluating the AL and AC
contamination profiles. A full 2D mapping will be done in the next re-
lease. BP contamination is shown in the top panel, RP in the bottom
panel.

Fig. 2. Top panel: Scene and transits for a small stretch of data (≈ 12
seconds or ≈ 12 arcmin AL and ≈ 2 arcmin AC). Bottom panel: Zoom
in a small group of scene objects and transits around two sources of
magnitude close to 13.

arcmin AC. The second peaks in the AL profile at about 3500
TDI in BP and 6000 TDI in RP from the contaminating source
is probably due to inner/outer reflection on the side faces of the
BP/RP prisms.

The top panel in Fig. 2 shows a small stretch of scene, the
corresponding observations and crowding evaluation results cov-
ering about 4.5 arcmin in the AL scan direction and about 1
arcmin in the AC direction close to a source of magnitude 5.4
(located at the origin of the coordinates). In this time range, one
of the two fields of view was observing a high-density region
near the Galactic centre. The scene objects are shown with filled
circles with size and colour proportional to the source bright-
ness (with brightest sources in yellow) while the transits are
shown with coloured rectangles of size similar to the size of the
BP/RP windows. The transit symbols are colour coded accord-
ing to the residual background (i.e. the background level evalu-
ated from the edge samples of the BP spectrum after the applica-
tion of the background calibration, lighter colours correspond to
larger residual background values). Larger red and blue rectan-
gles mark transits that have been assessed as contaminated and
blended respectively. From this example it is clear that blending
affects a large fraction of transits, while contamination is mostly
relevant for transits at the same AC coordinate as the bright ob-
ject. Figure 2 also shows that not all sources in the catalogue can
be assigned a window during all scans and that in the case of
bright sources, some of the light coming from the target object is
present in the wings thus affecting our measurement of the resid-
ual background. This is even more evident in the bottom panel,
showing a zoom on a few transits around a couple of sources of

magnitude close to 13. The symbol sizes and colours have the
same meaning as in the top panel.

Even though no attempt was made in the processing leading
to Gaia EDR3 to correct the spectra for the effects of crowd-
ing, the results of the crowding evaluation were fundamental in
cleaning the inputs used in all the following calibration proce-
dures from affected data. Crowded observations were not fil-
tered when computing mean spectra or mean source photom-
etry as this would have caused much reduced completeness
in dense sky regions, however the Gaia EDR3 catalogue con-
tains for each source contamination and blends counters (in
the columns phot_bp/rp_n_contaminated_transits and
phot_bp/rp_n_blended_transits in the gaia_source ta-
ble) which can be used to detect problematic cases. See also
Sect. 9.2 for more details.

3.2. Background calibration

The two main components of the background in the BP/RP spec-
tra are the straylight caused by diffraction from lose fibres in
the sunshield Fabricius et al. (2016) and the astrophysical back-
ground (e.g. non-resolved stars, diffuse light from nearby ob-
jects).

In the processing for Gaia DR2 the background calibration
was optimised to remove the straylight component by accumu-
lating background measurements (from empty windows, Virtual
Objects) over periods of approximately 8 satellite revolutions
Riello et al. (2018). This process generated 2D maps of reso-
lution 1 degree in the AL direction and 100 pixels in the AC
direction (corresponding to approximately 17.7 arcsec). While
this was appropriate for the smooth behaviour of the straylight
in most devices, it was clearly not sufficient to characterise the
small scale variations due to the astrophysical background. The
validation of the Gaia DR2 data showed clear indications that
significant residual background was affecting the performances
in crowded regions and in areas in the sky where the level of
diffuse light is expected to be higher.

The resolution of the background calibration is constrained
by the amount of background measurements available. In the lat-
est processing, in order to increase the resolution of the 2D maps,
science windows assigned to sources fainter than G = 18.95
were used to provide additional background measurements from
the edge samples in the window. This enabled increasing the res-
olution to ≈ 0.5 degree in the AL direction and 8 arcsec in
the AC direction. Finally, to be able to characterise the local
astrophysical background, a k-nearest neighbour approach was
applied to the map residuals. The median of the 30 closest back-
ground measurements (with a maximum distance of 25.6 arcsec)
was taken as the estimate the local background for each obser-
vation.

To show the performances of the background calibration we
have defined a quantity called residual background which is
computed for each transit as the median of the flux values in
the edge samples of a spectrum. Figure 3 shows the distribu-
tion in the sky of the median residual background in BP spectra
for a sample of nearby gold sources selected for having a par-
allax error smaller than 1 mas a number of transits larger than
5 and a magnitude G > 17. Signatures of the Galactic Plane
and other crowded regions are still visible, but the colour range
indicates that the background flux residuals are limited to the
range [−0.5, 1.0] in e−/s/sample. This converts into an effect at
the mmag level for a source of magnitude 15, a hundredth of a
magnitude for a source of magnitude 17 and a tenth of a magni-
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Fig. 3. Sky distribution of the source median residual background as
measured from the BP spectra. The residual background measurement
is obtained from the edge samples of all calibrated epoch spectra for a
given source and is given in units of e−/s/sample.

residual flux ∆ mag
[e−/s/sample] 15 17 19

-0.5 -0.002 0.015 0.097
0.5 0.002 0.015 0.099
1.0 0.005 0.030 0.209

Table 1. Conversion between the residual flux level given in e−/s/sample
and a magnitude difference at 3 different magnitudes (15, 17 and 19).

Fig. 4. Temporal distribution of the residual background measurements
in BP spectra. Each column in the heatmap shows the measurements
within a given OBMT day for each OBMT day. The OBMT revolu-
tion is shown on the top abscissa axis for ease of interpretation. The
high–residual features are the Galactic Plane crossing the two FoVs ei-
ther in the Galaxy inner or outer direction (see the text for more de-
tails). The gaps related to major events such as decontamination and
refocussing are visible. Other small gaps are due to telemetry data that
could not be included in the processing for various reasons.

tude level for a source of magnitude 19 (a more detailed estimate
is provided in Tab. 1.

Figure 4 shows the variation in time of the median residual
background in BP spectra observed by Gaia in the time range
covered by Gaia EDR3 (abscissa) with intra–day resolution (or-
dinate). For a given abscissa position (i.e. one OBMT day), the
ordinate shows the residual background variation within the four
OBMT revolutions of that day thus allowing a much higher level

of detail to be visible compared to a standard histogram. The 16
daily Galactic Plane (GP) crossings are clearly visible: 8 in the
inner and 8 in the outer direction of the galaxy, 4 for each FoV.
The GP features are seen becoming progressively steeper in the
plot as a result of the spacecraft spin axis becoming perpendic-
ular to the GP itself and leading to a Galactic Plane Scan (GPS)
when both Gaia FoVs are effectively scanning the GP continu-
ously for several days (e.g. at ≈ 1945 rev and then again at ≈
2120 rev, etc.). The 8 thin streaks visible before 1200 rev are
due to the LMC crossing the two FoVs at each revolution dur-
ing the ecliptic poles scanning mode (see below). After that the
LMC is still visible as increased density spots at periodic inter-
vals. The larger gaps are related to decontamination and refocus
events. Other minor gaps are due to outages in the daily process-
ing pipelines or genuine spacecraft events.

It is important to remark that the measure of the residual
background from the edge samples of a spectrum will unavoid-
ably be affected by the presence of other sources in the window
(i.e. blending) and by contamination from nearby bright sources.
By using the median values for validation we should have elim-
inated problems with occasional blend or contamination coming
from the other field of view, but we should remember that in
crowded regions this will also play a role possibly biassing our
results toward larger positive residuals.

3.3. Flux and LSF calibration and mean spectra

Mean source spectra will be released for the first time in
Gaia DR3 and a detailed description of the processing that lead
to the generation of calibrated spectra will be provided for that
release. In this subsection we will only give a very brief overview
of this process considering that the reference colour information
used in the photometric processing was extracted from calibrated
mean source spectra.

The general flow of the calibration of the BP and RP spectra
is very similar to the one in place for the photometry: also in
this case the calibration is divided into an internal calibration
using a large number of sources to constrain the calibration of
all different instrument configurations to a single homogeneous
system, and an external calibration which relies on a small set
of sources with high accuracy external data to tie the internal
system to the absolute one. Also in this case no external data is
used in the internal calibration implying that the process needs
to be iterated through a step creating a reference catalogue of
spectra for all calibrators and a step updating the calibrations.
Once the reference catalogue is established, a single run over all
observations will generate the final set of calibrations.

During the internal calibration, the spectra are first converted
to an internal wavelength scale, called pseudo-wavelength ap-
plying the calibrated differential dispersion function. The cali-
bration model for each calibration unit is then defined as a ker-
nel function describing the flux contribution at each pseudo-
wavelength from a range in pseudo-wavelength thus character-
ising changes in response and LSF between different observ-
ing conditions and across the wavelength range covered by the
BP and RP instruments. The calibration is defined as a forward
model, i.e. a model that when applied to the mean source spec-
trum predicts an observed spectrum for a given time, CCD, FoV,
window class and gate.

The process of generating the mean source spectrum collects
all epoch spectra for a given source and fits a function that offers
the best predictions in the least squares sense when the calibra-
tion is applied to it. This function is defined as a superposition
of Hermite polynomials and it is continuous over the pseudo-
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Fig. 5. Response loss due to contamination during the period covered
by Gaia EDR3. The preceding FoV is shown in red while the follow-
ing FoV is shown in light blue. The grey shaded areas are the three
decontamination campaigns; the two vertical purple lines are the two
refocussing events; the shaded orange areas show the two time ranges
that constitute the INIT period.

wavelength range covered by the BP and RP instruments. Inte-
grals of this function over the ranges defined for the SSCs pro-
vide the colour information then used in the photometric pro-
cessing.

4. Photometric processing

The principles of the photometric calibration have been outlined
in Carrasco et al. (2016) while Riello et al. (2018) and Evans
et al. (2018) provided additional information of how the calibra-
tion process was implemented for Gaia DR2. This section pro-
vides a summary of the changes that were introduced in the pho-
tometric processing for Gaia EDR3. The main differences with
respect to Gaia DR2 are: 1) the OBMT time range; 2) the set
of sources used to establish the photometric system; 3) the large
scale (LS) calibration model and the type of colour information
used. The following sections provide detailed information about
these aspects.

4.1. Time range

The period used to establish the photometric system, (INIT pe-
riod from here after) is composed of two time ranges: 2574.7277
to 2811.6921 OBMT rev and 4121.3860 to 5230.0880 (i.e. the
end of the period covered by Gaia EDR3).

The two periods were selected because they have both the
lowest and most stable contamination level (see Riello et al.
2018). Additionally, the two periods together cover ≈ 1345
OBMT rev corresponding to ≈ 336 days and their separation
means that the satellite scanning law is not overlapping and
therefore together they provide almost twice the full sky cov-
erage. Figure 5 shows the response loss due to contamination
measured by the FirstLook instrument health monitor system.
The orange shaded areas show the two time ranges that consti-
tute the INIT period. Both time ranges start after a decontamina-
tion campaign; the duration of the first time range was selected
in order to avoid large variations in the response: in the time
range between the last two decontamination campaigns it is clear
that the preceding FoV is still affected by contamination which
builds up during the time range reaching a response loss of ≈ 0.2
mag before the last decontamination campaign. The second time
range used for the INIT period is instead very well behaved with
a nearly constant response level.

4.2. Algorithm overview

The photometric system is established using a set of calibrators
that were selected as described in Sect. 4.3. The iterative cali-
bration process follows the same principles used for Gaia DR2:
an initial set of reference source fluxes is produced by accumu-
lating the uncalibrated epoch photometry from the INIT period
and then used to derive a set of LS calibrations. The calibra-
tions are then applied to produce calibrated epochs that are ac-
cumulated for each source to produce an updated set of refer-
ence fluxes (see Riello et al. 2018; Carrasco et al. 2016, for more
details). Having an explicit time dependency in the calibration
model is not very practical due to the irregular time evolution
which is both smooth, during most periods, and discontinuous,
during decontamination and refocussing campaigns. Instead the
LS calibrations are solved independently over short periods of
≈ 4 rev for each time range and instrument configuration (see
Riello et al. 2018, for more information). Some gated config-
urations at the bright end have considerably less observations
available and therefore longer time ranges were used (20 revs).
A total of 20 iterations were performed.

Using the reference fluxes from the last iteration, the SS and
LS were then solved iteratively in the same way as for Gaia DR2
(Riello et al. 2018). The resulting LS and SS calibrated mean
photometry for the calibrators represents the final set of refer-
ence fluxes used to then derive the LS and SS calibrations for
the full Gaia EDR3 time range.

4.3. Selection of calibrators

A set of calibrators were selected among all sources observed in
the INIT period. The main purpose of this selection is to provide
a more compact dataset to use for the iterative initialisation of
the photometric system. The selection was designed to provide a
wide colour range and a uniform sky coverage in both magnitude
and colour. The main reason to require uniform sky coverage is
to ensure that each one of the time ranges for which the LS cali-
brations are solved would have an adequate set of calibrators ob-
served regardless of the satellite scan direction. To be selected,
sources were required to have Gaia DR2 photometry in G, GBP
and GRP (so that they could be assigned to a colour-magnitude
bin) and to have at least 5 available BP/RP observations in the
INIT period. The Gaia DR2 photometry was only required for
the selection stage and was not used the Gaia EDR3 calibration
process. The magnitude range was restricted to 5.0 ≤ G ≤ 19.0
and the colour to −1.0 ≤ GBP − GRP ≤ 6.0. In the regime
G ≤ 13.5 sources will normally be assigned a 2D window and
gating will be used on-board to minimise the effects of satura-
tion. In order to have enough calibrators to solve for daily cali-
brations for these instrument configurations, all sources brighter
than G = 13.5 were automatically included by the selection pro-
cess. At fainter magnitudes instead, for each level k = 6 HealPix
(Górski et al. 2005) pixel a grid of 70 colour bins and 140 mag-
nitude bins (in the ranges specified above) was created and the
first four sources to be assigned to each bin were selected. The
order of the sources in each bin was randomised (in a repro-
ducible way) before the selection started. Three additional con-
ditions were added to this selection process: 1) all SPSS (Pan-
cino et al. 2012) and PVL (see Sect. 7) sources were automati-
cally included in the selection; 2) all sources that had epochs ac-
quired with a gate configuration were automatically included in
the selection to ensure proper linking between the various gated
configurations (see Evans et al. 2018, for more details); 3) all
sources with G − GRP ≤ 0.5(GBP − G) + 1.2 were excluded
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because contamination from extragalactic objects is quite high
in that region of the G − GRP vs GBP − G colour–colour dia-
gram. This process produced a selection of 109,655,509 sources.
Since the selection was done on the input source catalogue used
for the Gaia EDR3 processing (which was composed by the as-
trometry and cross-match for the Gaia EDR3 input data but with
Gaia DR2 integrated photometry), the result of the selection pro-
cess is to be regarded only as a candidate list: the effective num-
ber of calibrators used was ≈ 98 million sources.

4.4. Calibration models

The large scale (LS) calibration model describes features that
vary smoothly across the focal plane and that might change
smoothly with time over timescales of several satellite revolu-
tions. The main changes to the LS model for Gaia EDR3 are:
1) the colour information is represented by spectral shape coef-
ficients (SSC) computed from the internally calibrated source
mean spectra; 2) the SSCs are no longer normalised as in
Gaia DR2 (see the appendix in Riello et al. 2018) but are used
to form flux ratios (see below); 3) additional terms have been
included to model the flux loss caused by the onboard window
acquisition process. It is important to notice that because of point
1 above, the colour information is now fixed all the way through
the calibration process: in Gaia DR2 instead the reference colour
information was updated at every iteration making the overall
process less stable. In Gaia DR2 it was not possible to use SSCs
derived from the mean spectra since the internal calibration pro-
cess of the spectra was not considered to be mature enough for
use in the photometric calibration. For all bands the LS model
is a polynomial with a zero point, quadratic dependence from
the across scan (AC) position of the observation and a quadratic
dependence from the centring error, defined as the difference be-
tween the predicted AC position at the observing time2 and the
nominal window centre. The raw residuals (i.e. w.r.t. the identity
model) in Fig. 6 show that there are no observations with a cen-
tring error larger than ±2 pix for the G–bandand for BP as well.
For this reason only observations with a centring error in the
range ±2pix were used to solve for the calibration; the centring
error was then clamped to ±2 pix when applying the calibrations
to avoid problems caused by extrapolation. For RP the situation
is more complex due to the optical design of the instrument: a
wider range of ±4 pix was required for the calibration solution
and for clamping when applying the calibration (additional in-
formation is available in Appendix E).

The colour dependencies are modelled in terms of the SSCs
computed from the internally calibrated mean spectra (Sect. 3.3).
The SSCs fluxes are used to form different ratios to provide
pseudo-colours. For Gaia EDR3 we defined four SSC ratios:

r1 =
s0

s1 + s2
r2 =

s3

s1 + s2
(1)

r3 =
s4

s5 + s6
r4 =

s7

s5 + s6
(2)

where s0 to s3 are the four SSCs computed from the BP mean
spectrum and s4 to s7 are the four SSCs computed from the RP
mean spectrum. The wavelength ranges defining each SSC are
the same used in Gaia DR2 (see Tab. 5 in Carrasco et al. 2016).
The G–band LS model includes a linear dependence from all the

2 The predicted position is computed from the astrometric source pa-
rameters, the reconstructed satellite attitude and the geometric calibra-
tion for G–band and BP/RP.

ratios defined by Eq. 1 and Eq. 2. The LS model for BP includes
only the two ratios defined by Eq. 1 while the model for RP
includes only the two ratios defined by Eq. 2. The small scale
(SS) calibration models the column-level CCD sensitivity. The
same model (a simple zero point for each 4 pixel wide AC bin)
was used as in Gaia DR2.

The time link calibration (mitigating the effect of contam-
ination) that was introduced in Gaia DR2 was not required for
Gaia EDR3 because the throughput in the INIT period was more
stable and less affected by contamination than the one used for
Gaia DR2. For Gaia DR2 an additional calibration was intro-
duced to help with the mixing between the different instrument
calibrations: this was not used for Gaia EDR3 since the use of a
more compact set of calibrators allowed to perform more itera-
tions for the initialisation of the photometric system leading to a
better mixing between the different instrument configurations.

4.5. Validation of the LS and SS calibrations

The shorter gate configurations (Gate04 and Gate07) for the AF
CCDs are particularly difficult to calibrate due to the very few
observations acquired with these configurations. To improve the
statistics, the LS calibrations for these configuration were solved
over extended time ranges of ≈ 20 OBMT revolutions. The same
approach was taken for the shorter gate configurations (Gate05
and Gate07) for the BP CCDs. For RP instead the Gate05 and
Gate07 configurations were calibrated using the Gate09 calibra-
tions because the CCD response did not show any additional ma-
jor feature in the longer Gate09 configuration. LS calibration so-
lutions could not be derived for non-nominal calibration units
(i.e. gated observations for window class 1 and window class
2) even when further extending the time ranges to ≈ 60 OBMT
rev because of the lack of a sufficient number of observations.
These instrument configurations were therefore calibrated using
the corresponding ungated calibrations.

Figure 7 shows the time dependency of the calibration fac-
tor for the whole focal plane. This effectively shows the response
loss mainly caused by the contamination which affected the early
stages of the mission more severely (Gaia Collaboration et al.
2016). It is interesting to note that the rate of contamination
changed behaviour between the two FoVs following the three
decontamination events indicating that the deposition of the con-
taminant (assumed to be water ice) flipped from one FoV mirror
system to the other. This can be seen in the bottom right part of
these diagrams. It is also noticeable that the behaviour is very
different at different locations of the focal plane.

An example of the quality of the SS calibrations (equiva-
lent to a 1D flat field) is shown in Fig. 8. Here two sets of cal-
ibrations are shown for a particular CCD corresponding to 1D
(shown in red) and 2D (showin in black) configurations which
cover different magnitude ranges. The fact that the two calibra-
tions overlap almost perfectly, even though they are produced
using completely independent datasets, confirms that even the
smallest features visible in the calibrations are indeed real and
not noise. We can therefore conclude that the SS calibration is
measuring the CCD response to better than the mmag level.

One of the improvements made in the IPD processing lead-
ing to Gaia EDR3 is a better handling of hot columns. Before the
LSF/PSF fit is carried out, samples corresponding to identified
hot columns are masked. In Gaia DR2, the effect of hot columns
was partially accounted for by the SS calibrations. This is shown
in Fig. 9 where for Gaia DR2 (upper plot) the hot columns can
be seen as five narrow peaks. In Gaia EDR3, these peaks are ab-
sent showing that the hot columns have been dealt with correctly.
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Fig. 6. Raw unit weight residuals of the photometry vs the centring error. The left panel shows G-band (all AF CCDs), the central panel shows BP
and the right panel shows RP. The black solid line shows the median of the distribution: at large centring error this become very noisy due to low
number statistics. The centring error is defined as the difference between the source predicted AC position at the observing time and the nominal
window centre. The residuals were produced only for the set of calibrators and only using data from the INIT period.

Fig. 7. Time dependence of the calibration factor for the whole fo-
cal plane showing the AF, BP and RP CCDs for each row. This plot
covers the Window Class 1 and 2, ungated configurations. The blue line
shows the preceding FoV and the red line shows the following FoV. The
shaded area shows the INIT period. The vertical green lines show the
decontamination events and the the purple vertical lines the refocussing
events.

Fig. 8. Response as measured by the SS calibrations for the BP
Row2 CCD in the Following FoV. Two sets of calibrations are shown
corresponding to 1D (labelled ClassOne and shown in red) and 2D
(ClassZero in black) observations.

Fig. 9. Responses as measured by the SS calibrations for the AF5 Row1
CCD in the Preceding FoV. The upper plot shows the Gaia DR2 results
and the bottom one the Gaia EDR3 ones.

The CCD shown has a particularly large number of defective
columns with anomalous response.

The SS calibrations have been calculated for Gaia EDR3 in
three separate time periods. This is to provide a crude form of
time functionality to the calibration model. Long time periods
are needed to ensure that enough data is present for the cali-
brations, especially for the gated observations. Comparisons be-
tween the calibrations obtained for different time periods con-
firm that the instrument response at the small–scale level does
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Fig. 10. The difference in the SS calibrations between two time periods
for a particular CCD. The black line is for the Preceding FoV and the
red for the Following.

Fig. 11. The L1 Norm convergence metric as a function of iteration for
four major configuration groupings: AF Window Classes 0 and 1, BP
and RP 1D observations.

not vary significantly. Figure 10 shows an example of one of
the largest variations between SS calibrations covering different
time ranges. Even in this case the differences are smaller than
1 mmag. The typical difference between these two time periods
for all CCDS is 0.12 mmag.

4.6. Convergence of reference system

The main method used to assess the convergence of the pho-
tometric system is the same one as used in Gaia DR1 and
Gaia DR2 and is described in Evans et al. (2017). This uses the
L1 Norm metric to determine the typical change in photometry
using the calibration coefficients. Figure 11 shows this metric for
four major configuration groupings. While this is much better
than seen in Gaia DR2 (Evans et al. 2018), the metric does not
converge to zero. Using these plots it was decided to terminate
the iterations at the 20th iteration.

Another set of metrics to analyse as a function of iteration
number is the calibration coefficients. In an ideal system, when
the photometry has converged, the coefficients will remain the
same between iterations. For Gaia EDR3, while this is true for

the coefficients involving the AC position and the centring error
and also the overall calibration factor and standard deviation of
the solution, it is not true for the colour coefficients and these
values can change by up to 0.01 over 20 iterations. The reason
for this is that there is a strong correlation between the colour
coefficients and this causes a partial degeneracy in the calibration
model. However, the overall calibration factor is stable at the
sub-mmag level and the only implication of this is that these
coefficients cannot be used in additional validation analyses e.g.
plotting them as a function of time.

One of the benefits of doing many iterations is to ensure
that separate photometric systems do not form. A single over-
all photometric system will form when there is good mixing be-
tween the different configurations i.e. each configuration is cali-
brated with many calibrators and each calibrator is observed un-
der many different configurations. Problems can arise when con-
figurations are limited to certain magnitude ranges. For the dif-
ferent gate configurations this is not a problem as the magnitude
ranges of activation of each gate are small and the uncertainty
of the on-board magnitude determination is large in comparison.
However, for the window class configurations (with boundaries
at G = 13 and 16) the on-board magnitude accuracy is good
(about 1%) which means that the number of sources that are ob-
served in more than one window class is small. The effect of this
is that the ability of the iterations create a consistent photomet-
ric system across all configurations is limited. This can be seen
in Fig. 12 which shows the difference in photometry between
subsequent iterations as a function of magnitude for a test cali-
bration model (top panel) and the final one used (bottom panel).
In the test calibration model, it can be seen that there are discon-
tinuities occurring in correspondence to window class configu-
ration changes. While there is a physical reason for the disconti-
nuity occurring at G = 13 due to different flux loss effects in 2D
and 1D windows, the jump at G = 16 can only be due to a prob-
lem in the convergence to a consistent system across different
configurations. The convergence process occurs very slowly due
to the poor mixing between these magnitude ranges. For the final
model an offset was introduced between the window class con-
figurations separated at G = 13 to speed up the convergence and
the two faintest window class configurations were combined into
a single one. The improvement can be seen in the lower panel of
Fig. 12. The lack of discontinuities at G = 13 and G = 16 can
also be seen in Fig. 17.

5. Mean source photometry

The generation of the mean G–band, GBP, GRP source photome-
try follows the same process used for Gaia DR2 and described in
Riello et al. (2018): epochs are calibrated by applying the appro-
priate LS and SS calibrations and the resulting calibrated epoch
flux is accumulated, for each band, to produce a mean source flux
as the weighted mean of the valid contributions (with the weight
defined as the inverse of the error on the calibrated epoch). An
epoch contribution is considered valid when both the LS and SS
calibrations have been successfully applied and the calibrated
flux is at least 1 e−s−1. This minimum flux threshold was in-
troduced in Gaia DR2 to mitigate the impact of extreme out-
liers (Riello et al. 2018): the impact of this flux threshold for
Gaia EDR3 is discussed in Sect. 8.1. Calibrated epochs could
also be excluded a priori from contributing to the mean photom-
etry in a given band depending on quality metrics based on ac-
quisition and processing flags. AF observations were excluded
from the mean photometry when any of the following criteria
were met: AC trimmed windows acquired around 2230 OBMT
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Fig. 12. The difference between the G–band photometry in magnitudes
between between different iterations as a function of magnitude for a
test (upper panel) and the final (lower panel) calibration model.

revolutions as part of a set of tests that were performed to assess
the impact of reducing the AC size of AF windows; windows
affected by a charge injection; windows that had some of the
samples removed because of inter-field of view truncation; win-
dows for AF2 ROW5 with a reference AC position larger than
1203 pixels (the data is severely affected by a deep trap in the
serial register); windows for which the IPD was flagged as not
successful; windows for which the source predicted AC position
was not available. BP and RP observations were excluded from
the mean photometry when any of the following criteria were
met: truncated windows; windows affected by a charge injec-
tion; windows acquired with multiple gates; windows for which
the source predicted AC and AL positions were not available
(this information is required for the pre-processing of the epoch
spectrum from which the raw epoch flux is produced); windows
affected by bad columns. Finally AF observations in the periods
immediately following a decontamination campaign have also
been excluded due to large variations in the system response
(caused by the focal plane having not reached thermal equilib-
rium yet): see Appendix B for more information.

To apply the LS calibration to the epoch observations of a
given source, it is necessary to use the source SSCs derived from
the internally calibrated mean spectra. Depending on the avail-
ability of the SSCs (see Sect. 4.4), there are three different cal-
ibration procedures: gold – when all 8 SSCs are available; sil-
ver – when for either BP or RP some or all SSCs are missing;
bronze – when SSCs are missing or incomplete for both BP and
RP or if the silver processing failed (see below). Since the cali-
bration model involves ratios of SSC fluxes (see Eq. 1 and Eq. 2)
the set of BP SSCs is considered complete when all four SSCs
are present and s1 + s2 > 0 and analogously for RP but with
s5 + s6 > 0. It is important to stress that the "grade" of a source
is determined solely by the availability of the SSCs and has no
implications about the availability of mean photometry in the

Fig. 13. Distribution of gold, silver and bronze sources for G–band, GBP
and GRP as a function of G, GBP and GRP magnitude in the top, mid and
bottom panel respectively.

various bands. In particular, it is possible for a gold source to be
missing the photometry in any of its bands or for a bronze source
to have photometry in any of the bands. The reason is simply that
it can happen that a valid mean spectrum (either BP or RP) for a
given source could not be produced: the epoch observations are
still going to be present and therefore can contribute to the epoch
and mean photometry.

In order to calibrate non-gold sources it is necessary to pro-
duce an estimate of the missing SSCs. For bronze sources, a set
of default SSCs are used for every source: this is analogous to
how bronze sources were calibrated in Gaia DR2. For silver
sources, the missing SSCs are estimated from the G–band and
the available BP/RP band using empirical relationships derived
using a set of gold sources. For silver sources an iterative pro-
cess is used to generate the mean photometry: an initial estimate
of the source photometry is derived using the default SSCs; this
initial guess is then used to obtain an updated set of SSCs for
the missing band using the empirical relationships described in
Appendix C; the resulting set of estimated SSCs is then used to
produce the updated mean photometry. The iterative process is
considered successful when the mean G flux between two con-
secutive iterations has changed by less than 0.05% or if a max-
imum of 20 iterations is reached. If the mean G flux fail to be
produced then the iterations are stopped and the source is then
handled as bronze.

A total of 1,602,086,411 where calibrated using the gold
procedure, 204,074,348 sources were calibrated using the sil-
ver procedure and 746,399,821 sources were calibrated using
the bronze procedure. The actual number of sources for each
grade in the Gaia EDR3 archive will be lower because various
data quality filters are applied during the catalogue preparation
(Fabricius et al. 2020). The magnitude distributions of the gold,
silver and bronze sources in Fig. 13 show that silver and bronze
sources are concentrated at the faint end where BP and RP spec-
tra have lower signal-to-noise and completeness can be affected
by a combination of crowding and the limitations in the VPU
resources which do not allow to allocate a BP/RP window for
every single observed transit.
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Figure 14 shows the uncertainty on the weighted mean as
a function of magnitude for the gold photometry. Only sources
with approximately 200 G–band CCD transits (and analogously
20 in GBP and GRP) have been included to allow comparing with
the predicted uncertainties (Jordi et al. 2010). The dotted line
in each of the three panels shows the predicted uncertainty for
a nominal mission and 200 CCD observations. The dashed line
in each of the three panels shows the same predictions but com-
bined with a calibration error of 2.0, 3.1 and 1.8 mmag for G,
GBP and GRP respectively. The figure includes also the Gaia DR2
and Gaia DR1 errors for comparison (for the latter only the G–
band uncertainties are shown since the BP/RP photometry was
not part of that release). In the G–band a large improvement can
be seen in the range 10.5 . G . 12.0 which is the result includ-
ing the treatment of flux-loss in the photometric calibration. The
G–band error can be seen to increase in the range 11.5 . G . 13
to then drop again following the dark dashed line (see top panel
of Fig. 14). This increase in the error is due to the fact the the
PSF modelling did not include the dependency from the AL rate
(see Rowell et al. 2020): the effect is expected to become more
significant for longer gates which is indeed reflected by the be-
haviour observed for the errors. The AL rate effect on the PSF
will be included in the modelling for Gaia DR4 which is there-
fore expected to have improved errors in this magnitude range. A
significant improvement is also noticeable at the very bright end,
G . 6, which is mostly due to improvements in the handling of
saturated samples in the IPD process. For GBP and, to a larger
extent (see Appendix E), GRP the improvements at the brighter
end are also due to the modelling of flux-loss in the photometric
calibrations. At the fainter end, instead, the improvements are
due to the improvements in the background mitigation which for
Gaia EDR3 includes an estimate of the local background (see
Sect. 3.2).

By plotting various statistics as a function of sky position it is
possible to identify problems with the processing. In Gaia DR2,
the skewness of the flux distribution of each source was used
to identify periods where the calibration had been problematic.
During these periods, for example after decontamination, the
calibration had not worked well and caused observations ac-
quired during such periods (about 4 days) to be poorly calibrated
and become outliers for these sources. These sources would tend
to have larger skewness values than normal and they would form
great circles in the sky distribution of the skewness. Figure 15
shows the sky distribution of the source G flux skewness for
Gaia EDR3. As can be seen, larger skewness values do not dis-
tribute along great circles but in areas of very high source density
(Galactic centre and LMC) and in regions with higher scan cov-
erage. This second effect is not fully understood yet but it is of
much lower significance than the one related to the sky density.

Looking at the sky distribution of the faintest sources can
also provide useful insights on the quality of the photometry.
In Gaia DR2, the distribution of sources fainter than G = 21.7
showed a number of features in the shape of great circles there-
fore indicating problems with the processing (see e.g. Boubert
et al. 2020). Figure 16 shows the sky distribution of Gaia EDR3
sources with G > 22 (the magnitude limit in this release is
fainter): the only visible features are linked to the scanning law
and are explained by the fact that regions with higher number
of observations (because of more frequent scans) tend to reach
a fainter magnitude limit. No other features are visible, indicat-
ing the lack of processing problems and the improved quality of
Gaia EDR3.

Comparisons with external catalogues are usually quite dif-
ficult to carry out since they involve different passbands. Addi-

Fig. 14. Distribution of the uncertainty on the weighted mean G (top
panel), GBP (central panel) and GRP (bottom panel) as a function of the
G, GBP and GRP magnitude respectively. Only sources with ≈ 20 transits
(corresponding to ≈ 200 CCD observations in G) have been included in
this analysis. The black dotted line shows the expected uncertainties
for sources with 200 G–band (20 GBP, GRP) contributions for a nom-
inal mission with no calibration error. The dashed dark line show the
same expected uncertainties with an additional calibration error on the
single measurement of 2.0 mmag for G–band, 3.1 mmag for GBP and
1.8 mmag for GRP added in quadrature. The Gaia DR1 and Gaia DR2
errors are shown for comparison.

Fig. 15. Sky distribution of the median skewness of the G flux. The map
was produced by computing for all gold sources the median G flux for
each level k = 8 HEALPix pixel.

tionally, if the comparison shows a discrepancy, it can be dif-
ficult to establish whether it should be ascribed to the internal
catalogue or external one. In Gaia DR1 (Evans et al. 2017) and
Gaia DR2 (Evans et al. 2018), a discontinuity was present in
the comparisons with APASS at G = 13 (Henden et al. 2015)
and with SDSS DR15 (Aguado et al. 2019) at G = 16. Since
at these magnitudes there are two important changes in the Gaia
window configuration, it was reasonable to conclude that the dis-
continuities were a result of the Gaia processing or observation
process. The equivalent comparisons have been carried out also
for Gaia EDR3 (using the colour transformations given in Ap-
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Fig. 16. Sky distribution of sources with G > 22. The only visible fea-
tures are related to the Gaia scanning law.

Fig. 17. Comparisons of Gaia EDR3 with APASS and SDSS DR15
showing that no discontinuities are detected at G = 13 or G = 16.

pendix A) and are presented in Fig. 17 showing that the discon-
tinuities are not visible anymore.

6. BP/RP flux excess

In Gaia DR2 the background treatment for BP/RP was limited to
the mitigation of the time and CCD-dependent straylight contri-
bution (Riello et al. 2018) and was based on maps derived from
≈ 8 revolutions. For this reason the maps were very insensitive to
variations in the local background level which therefore was still
affecting the GBP and GRP integrated photometry, especially at
the faint end. Evans et al. (2018) introduced a quality metric, the
BP/RP flux excess factor defined as a simple ratio between the

ai x < 0.5 0.5 ≤ x < 4.0 x ≥ 4.0
a0 1.154360 1.162004 1.057572
a1 0.033772 0.011464 0.140537
a2 0.032277 0.049255 N/A
a3 N/A -0.005879 N/A

Table 2. Coefficients of the polynominals C(x) =
∑

ai xi fitting the
BP/RP flux excess factor C dependence on the x = GBP − GRP colour
with their applicability range.

total flux in BP and RP and the G–band flux: C = (IBP + IRP)/IG.
The motivation for C as a quality metric was simply that because
of the instrument passbands and response the C ratio should be
only slightly larger than 1. The actual distribution of C versus
GBP − GRP colour is more complex with the excess becoming
progressively larger towards redder colour while flattening out
to a constant level towards the blue end of the colour range. In
Gaia DR2 Evans et al. (2018) concluded that large values of the
excess factor C were caused by problems in the GBP and/or GRP
photometry and therefore recommended to filter sources with a
large excess factor considering them problematic. Because of the
strong dependence on colour, using the BP/RP flux excess can
often lead to results that are difficult to interpret. To overcome
this limitation, we introduce the corrected BP/RP flux excess
factor C∗ defined as:

C∗ = C −C(GBP = GBP) (3)

where C(GBP −GRP) is a function providing the expected excess
at a given colour for sources with good quality photometry. By
definition C∗is expected to be close to zero with positive values
indicating that the source has more flux in BP and RP than in
the G–band and vice-versa for negative values. In order to derive
the colour dependency C(GBP −GRP) we used a sample of about
200,000 isolated and well observed sources based on a selection
of the Stetson (2000) secondary standards and a selection of the
Ivezić et al. (2007) standards. Only Gaia EDR3 photometry was
used in the analysis. Using a single polynomial to fit the data
tends to perform poorly at the blue and red ends of the distri-
bution. The blue end of the distribution is better described by a
quadratic polynomial; the central part of the distribution is well
fitted by a cubic polynomial whereas the red end can be well rep-
resented by a linear fit. The coefficients of the three polynomials
and their applicable colour range are provided in Table 2. The
resulting fit, valid in the colour range −1.0 ≤ GBP −GRP ≤ 7.0,
is shown in the top panel of Fig. 18 and was used to compute the
corrected BP/RP flux excess C∗ for a selection of ≈ 6.8 million
nearby sources which are shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 18:
the C∗ has a flat distribution in colour centred on zero.

The corrected BP/RP excess factor C∗ can be used to identify
sources for which the G–band photometry and BP/RP photome-
try is not consistent. We will now consider a number of possible
problems that might occur in the processing to try and quantify
the size of their effect on C∗. This should help understanding
the possible causes for (some of) the large C∗ values seen in the
Gaia EDR3 photometry.

In Gaia EDR3 the background treatment for BP/RP has been
considerably improved to deal with local variations in the level
for each individual transit (see Sect. 3.2). As we have shown,
some systematic effect related to crowded regions seems to be
still present in the data judging from the analysis of residual
background. We have also pointed out how difficult it is to dis-
entangle background from crowding effects when measuring the
residual background using the edge samples of BP/RP spectra.
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Fig. 18. Top panel: BP/RP flux excess vs GBP − GRP colour for the
set of standard sources from Stetson (2000) secondary standards and
Ivezić et al. (2007). The red line represents the combined fit based on
two different polynomials for the bluer-end and the central region and
a linear fit for the red-end. Bottom panel: corrected flux excess factor
C∗ vs GBP − GRP colour for a set of nearby sources selected from the
Gaia EDR3 archive.

The two panels of Fig. 19 show the distribution of the flux excess
factor versus colour for the same selection of sources with differ-
ent colour coding: in the top panel the colour of the dots indicate
the median residual background in BP, while in the bottom panel
the colour-coding is by an estimated blend probability. This lat-
ter parameter is a combination of the fraction of blended transits
(as available in Gaia EDR3) and an additional indicator result-
ing from a clustering analysis of all BP and RP epoch spectra for
a given source. The number of blended transits included in the
release is based on the available source catalogue. There will be
cases where the blending source was not in the catalogue, this
could be due to the secondary source being too close and/or too
faint with respect to the primary and therefore never detected or
in very crowded regions, because the priority scheme on board
simply favoured brighter sources. In the blend cases, some of the
epoch spectra present clearly multiple peaks showing the pres-
ence of more than one source in the window, however the posi-
tion and brightness of the peaks change with the scan angle and
due to the scanning law often forms two groups of epoch spectra
with quite distinct features. This is what the clustering analysis
is trying to detect. In the bottom panel of Fig. 19 the fraction
of blended transits and the fraction of the spectrum where the
observations divide in two groups have been multiplied to form
a single blend probability. Clearly there are large correlations
between the residual background and the blend probability and
sources with large flux excess tend to have large values for both
parameters. From the top plot is also clear how the low flux ex-
cess values are very likely due to a slight overestimate of the
background. There is however a population of sources that have
high blend probability and not so large residual background. It is

Fig. 19. Top panel: Distribution of corrected BP/RP flux excess vs
colour for a subset of nearby sources fainter than 17 in G–band. The
symbols are colour coded by the source median residual background as
measured from the BP spectra. Bottom panel: Distribution of corrected
BP/RP flux excess vs colour for the same sources shown in the top
panel but colour-coded by blend probability (see text for details). For
these plots sources have been further selected to retain sources where
the blend probability for BP and RP was in agreement to within 50%.

Fig. 20. Corrected BP/RP flux excess vs colour distribution for a se-
lection of nearby sources with magnitude G > 17 and more than 5
calibrated epoch spectra in both BP and RP. In this plot the corrected
flux excess C∗bkg has been computed after removing the median back-
ground residual flux for both BP and RP for each source . Sources are
colour-coded by the median residual background as in the top panel of
Fig. 19.

also important to notice that the residual background estimates
obtained for these sources are often not sufficient to justify their
position in the flux excess vs colour diagram. Using the residual
background estimates to correct the integrated BP and RP fluxes
entering the computation of the flux excess leaves a significant
fraction of sources with large flux excess. This can be seen in
Fig. 20.
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Fig. 21. Sky distribution of the median corrected flux excess C∗ factor.
The map was produced by computing for all gold sources the median
C∗ value for each level k = 8 HEALPix pixel.

It is therefore interesting to analyse in more detail some of
the sources with very small and large corrected excess factor to
assess the origin of the discrepancy between the G and BP/RP
photometry. First we considered the small number of sources in
the dataset shown in the top panel of Fig. 18 with very low C∗
(e.g. C∗ ≤ −0.15): analysis the epoch spectra for these sources
showed that in all cases the background had been over corrected,
leading to anomalously low flux level in BP/RP. Looking instead
at the mean spectra of the ≈ 100 sources with highest excess
the situation was less clear: sometimes there was clear indica-
tions of variability, sometimes there was clear indication of occa-
sional multiple sources (e.g. blends) and sometimes the spectra
did not show any apparent anomaly. In all cases the background
appeared to have been corrected appropriately. To explore this
further, we used a catalogue of ≈ 8 million sources that was
collated from the literature (and then cross-matched with the
Gaia EDR3 catalogue) including several different variable start,
galaxies and quasars. Figure 22 shows the corrected flux excess
C∗ versus colour plot for this selection colour-encoded with the
source type (for a subset of those deemed to be of most interest).

One important feature revealed by this plot is that galaxies
tend to have a large discrepancy between the G and the GBP, GRP
fluxes. This is not surprising since the IPD and LSF/PSF mod-
elling producing the integrated G fluxes is optimised for point
sources. Additionally, for extended sources the different satellite
scan angle under which each epoch observation is acquired will
lead to large fluctuations in the integrated G flux. For BP/RP the
window size is much larger and will therefore mitigate the effect,
more so for sources with smaller angular sizes (see Appendix D
for further details).

The recommendation for Gaia EDR3 is to treat the BP/RP
flux excess C, or better the corrected one C∗, purely as an indi-
cator of consistency between the G photometry and the GBP and
GRP photometry and not as a data quality indicator. In particular
it is clear from the analysis presented so far that C∗ on its own
it is not sufficient to discriminate between data affected by pro-
cessing problems and sources that could be variable, extended or
both. In this sense a one-size-fits-all approach to quality filtering
based on C∗ is neither possible nor desirable. Some suggestions
for filtering based on C∗ are given in Sect. 9.3 but end users
should evaluate their suitability depending on the scientific goal
they are trying to achieve.

Fig. 22. Corrected flux excess factor vs GBP−GRP colour for a selection
of variable and extended sources collated from catalogues available in
the literature and cross-matched with the Gaia EDR3 catalogue.

7. External calibration

The goal of external calibration is to provide for each of the fil-
ters G, GBP and GRP the shape of the passbands and the cor-
responding zero points to allow for the transformation of inter-
nally calibrated source fluxes into meaningful magnitudes. The
strategy employed to achieve this is the same one adopted for
Gaia DR2: the passband is described by a parametric model
whose shape is adapted to minimise the differences between ob-
served and synthetic fluxes computed on a set of calibrators with
known spectral energy distribution (SED). The mean source flux
np is given in units of e−s−1 and is related to the source photon
flux distribution np(λ) by the relation:

np = P

∞∫
0

np(λ) S (λ) dλ (4)

where P represents the telescope pupil area and S (λ) is the sys-
tem overall response function including the scaling factor to con-
vert from photons to e−. This function represents the system
passband and is modelled as the product between a reference
response function R∗(λ) and a parametric function based on a
linear combination of Legendre polynomials Pi(λnorm):

S (λ) = R∗(λ) × exp

 nR∑
i=0

ri Pi(λnorm)

 (5)

where λnorm is a normalised wavelength ranging in the interval
[−1,+1] defined as:

λnorm = 2
λ − λmin

λmax − λmin
− 1 (6)

The reference response R∗(λ) for the G–band is equal to the nom-
inal pre-launch response (Jordi et al. 2010):

RG(λ) = T0(λ) ρatt(λ) Q(λ) (7)

where:
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– T0(λ) is the reflectivity of the telescope (mirrors);
– ρatt(λ) is the attenuation due to rugosity (small-scale varia-

tions in the smoothness of the surface) and molecular con-
tamination of the mirrors;

– Q(λ) is the quantum efficiency (QE) of the CCD.

For GBP and GRP the reference response R∗(λ) is a cubic spline
interpolation on a 1 nm fine grid lookup table derived from the
BP/RP instrument model (Montegriffo & others in preparation).
Provided that the reference response function is non negative, the
exponential form of the parametric function in Eq. 5 guarantees
the non negativity of the passband S (λ).

The determination of Gaia DR2 passbands relied uniquely
upon the set of Spectro-Photometric Standard Sources (SPSS,
Pancino et al. 2012) as calibrators; however that experience re-
vealed the low sensitivity of the calibration method to the actual
shape of the passbands, witnessed also by rather large number of
published curves: two different sets in Evans et al. (2018), others
in Weiler (2018) and Maíz Apellániz & Weiler (2018), all pro-
viding minimal changes in the SPSS residuals between observed
and synthetic photometry. The problem is that a limited set of
calibrators can only constrain a subset of passbands components
leaving others completely unconstrained (Weiler et al. 2018). To
overcome this limitation, for Gaia EDR3 we decided to employ
a much larger set of calibrators covering a wide range in stel-
lar types: we selected a large number of sources (N ' 100000)
from the Stetson (2000) secondary standards with 10 < G < 20
and reconstructed the corresponding SEDs from externally cali-
brated BP/RP spectra. This kind of data will be publicly available
with the forthcoming Gaia DR3 release, while the complete de-
scription of the calibration models and methods will be provided
in Montegriffo & others (in preparation). It is however worth
mentioning that the external calibration of BP/RP spectra is still
based on the SPSS as calibrators and hence also the Gaia EDR3
flux scales are still tied to the SPSS flux scale. The comparison
between Gaia EDR3 magnitudes and the synthetic ones com-
puted with a preliminary set of passbands revealed two different
problems affecting the internally calibrated flux scales:

1. a colour term in the G band was present for sources with
G < 13 and colour GBP −GRP < 1.0;

2. a small discontinuity in the GBP residuals was visible around
G ' 10.8.

Magnitude G = 13 corresponds to the transition between Win-
dow Class 0 and 1 (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016), therefore
the first issue has been interpreted as a non-optimal convergence
of the internal calibration between the two instrument configura-
tions rather than being due to some unidentified issue affecting
the calibration of BP/RP spectra, a hypothesis enforced also by
the lack of a similar effect in the GBP and GRP residuals. Like-
wise, the second issue has been interpreted as a residual effect of
a gate configuration not fully calibrated. To minimise these ef-
fects in the final photometry a correction has been applied to the
(epoch and mean) IG and IBP fluxes before they were exported
to the archive. The IG fluxes correction has been derived as a
polynomial function of the BP/RP flux ratio:

I∗G = IG ×

3∑
i=0

ci

(
IBP

IRP

)i

(8)

with c = (0.9938297, 0.0118275,−0.0019720, 2.253619 10−4).
This correction has been applied only to sources with G < 13

Fig. 23. Residuals between Gaia EDR3 photometry and synthetic mag-
nitudes obtained with the final passbands and computed for a sample of
∼ 100000 SEDs obtained from externally calibrated BP/RP spectra for
G (top), GBP (middle), GRP (bottom) as function of G magnitudes (left)
and GBP −GRP (right).

Fig. 24. G (green), GBP (blue) and GRP (red) passbands for the
Gaia DR3 photometric system; grey curves represent nominal pre-
launch passbands.

and GBP−GRP < 1.1. Similarly, the GBP jump has been removed
by correcting the corresponding fluxes:

I∗BP = IBP × 10−0.4 δBP (9)

with δBP = 0.003763096 for G < 10.8. To avoid the creation of
artefacts in the data, such as visible gaps in the colour-magnitude
diagrams around the limiting magnitudes, these two corrections
have been applied gradually (a linear onset ±10% in flux around
G = 13 and G = 10.8). The final passbands have then been
computed using only sources in the range 13 < G < 16,
11 < G < 16.5 and G < 16.5 respectively for G, GBP and
GRP; in all cases three Legendre polynomials have been used
in Eq. 5 to model the passbands. Figure 23 shows the final resid-
uals between observed and synthetic magnitudes for the whole
set of calibrators. Residuals do not show significant trends with
colour and the rms ranges from ∼ 0.01 mag for G to less than
5 mmag for the GRP case. The hockey stick feature visible in all
three passbands for sources fainter than G ' 16.5 is possibly
caused by some bias in the background either in the integrated
photometry or in the BP/RP spectra. The passbands are shown
in Fig. 24 together with nominal pre-launch curves (represented
in grey colour) for comparison.
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Once the passbands have been defined, the corresponding
zero points can be evaluated in the VEGAMAG and in the AB
systems following a standard procedure:

1. Synthetic fluxes are computed for each calibrator by evaluat-
ing:

– in VEGAMAG the mean energy per wavelength unit:

< fλ >=

∫
fλ(λ) S (λ) λ dλ∫

S (λ) λ dλ
(10)

– in AB the mean energy flux per frequency unit:

< fν >=

∫
fλ(λ) S (λ) λ dλ∫
S (λ) (c/λ) dλ

(11)

2. Synthetic fluxes are converted to magnitudes by applying the
relative zero point:

– in VEGAMAG:

mVEG = −2.5 log < fλ > +2.5 log

∫
f Vg
λ (λ)S (λ)λ dλ∫

S (λ)λ dλ
(12)

where f Vg
λ (λ) is the Vega spectrum from the CALSPEC

Calibration Database3 rescaled to set the flux equal to
f550 = 3.62286 10−11 W m−2 nm−1 at the wavelength λ =
550.0 nm, which is assumed as the flux of an unreddened
A0V star with V = 0.

– in AB:

mAB = −2.5 log < fν > −56.10 (13)

where the value of the zero point corresponds to fluxes
measured in units of W m−2 Hz−1.

3. The passband zero point is finally computed as the mean
value of the ratios between synthetic and uncalibrated mag-
nitudes for the whole set of calibrators:

ZPX =

〈
mX

−2.5 log(np)

〉
(14)

where X stands for either VEG or AB.

The values of the zero points for both systems are reported in
Table 3 along with some useful passband related quantities such
as the filter full width at half maximum (FWHM), the mean pho-
ton wavelength λ0 and the pivot wavelength λp. It is important
to note that these passband zero points are not suitable for syn-
thetic magnitudes evaluations for which the correct value must
be computed according to Eq. 12. [MR]: This needs to be ex-
plained better.

Finally Fig. 25 shows the residuals between the Gaia EDR3
magnitudes of SPSS (red dots) and PVL (blue dots) sources
and the synthetic magnitudes computed from the corresponding
SEDs obtained from independent ground or space based obser-
vations. Residuals are plotted for G, GBP and GRP as function of
G and GBP −GRP colour. The horizontal grey lines represent the
weighted mean of residuals that in all cases amounts to a few
mmag.

3 Provided by the alpha_lyr_mod_002.fits file.

Fig. 25. Residuals between Gaia DR3 magnitudes and synthetic ones
computed on SEDs from ground and space based observations of SPSS
and PVL sources for G (top), GBP(middle), GRP(bottom) as function of
G magnitudes (left) and GBP −GRP (right)

8. Known issues

8.1. Overestimated mean GBP flux for faint red sources

When computing the weighted mean flux for a source in a given
band, epochs with a calibrated flux lower than 1 e−s−1 were ex-
cluded. This lower limit was introduced for Gaia DR2 (Riello
et al. 2018) to prevent problems caused by extreme outliers in
the G–band, however the threshold was applied also to the gen-
eration of GBP and GRP. For the G–band the lower flux limit
should not cause any bias because it corresponds to G ≈ 25.8
which is well below the on-board limit used by the VPU to con-
sider a source eligible for observation (de Bruijne et al. 2015).
The on-board limit corresponds to G ≈ 21 and even allowing
for a generous error on the on-board estimated magnitude fluxes
lower than the threshold cannot be observed as part of a nor-
mal distribution (i.e. they can only occur due to problems in the
processing). This minimum flux threshold can cause an overes-
timated mean BP flux for faint sources, which tend to have a red
colour, and therefore have a much lower flux in GBP than GRP.

To exemplify the issue, we selected from the Gaia EDR3
archive all gold nearby sources with an error on the parallax
smaller than 1 mas providing a sample of ≈ 3.4 million sources.
The left panel of Fig. 26 shows the G vs GBP − G colour–
magnitude diagram (CMD) for these sources. A striking feature
of this CMD is the tail at the faint end of the main sequence
bending towards bluer colours which is clearly unexpected. This
feature is produced by the fact that the 1 e−s−1 minimum flux
threshold adopted for the G–band was also applied to GBP: when
progressively fainter red sources are observed, the distribution
of their epoch photometry will be progressively more clipped at
its faint end leading to an overestimated mean flux. To confirm
the nature of this feature we performed a simple experiment in
which we regenerated the mean GBP source photometry remov-
ing the minimum flux threshold. The result of the experiment is
shown in the right panel of Fig. 26 which presents the CMD for
the same set of sources but using the new G∗BP computed without
the low flux threshold: the tail feature is no longer visible and the
sources previously located there have been redistributed toward
redder colours.

Figure 27 shows the difference between the recomputed G∗BP
magnitude and the GBP from the Gaia EDR3 archive versus GBP.
The plot shows that the two values are in good agreement un-
til GBP ≈ 20.3 at which point the discrepancy between the two
magnitudes grows progressively larger reaching a size of sev-
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G GBP GRP
ZPVEG 25.6874 ± 0.0028 25.3385 ± 0.0028 24.7479 ± 0.0028
ZPAB 25.8010 ± 0.0028 25.3540 ± 0.0023 25.1040 ± 0.0016
FWHM 454.82 265.90 292.75
λ0 639.07 518.26 782.51
λp 621.79 510.97 776.91

Table 3. Photometric zero points in the VEGAMAG and AB systems, the FWHM, the mean photon wavelength λ0, the pivot wavelength λp for
G, GBP and GRP.

Fig. 26. Colour–magnitude diagram for a sample of ≈ 3.4 million
nearby sources selected from the Gaia EDR3 archive. The left panel
shows the CMD producing using the G and GBP magnitudes from the
Gaia EDR3 archive which presents a tail like feature bending progres-
sively towards bluer colours for fainter G magnitudes. The right panel
shows the CMD for the same sources but with G∗BP recomputed without
the low flux threshold.

eral magnitudes. The inset panel focuses on the transition region
and includes the 16th (dashed), 50th (solid) and 86th (dashed)
percentile lines which confirms that the effect of the low flux
threshold is modest for GBP < 20.3.

The low flux threshold has also the effect of reducing the
measured scatter in the GBP mean source photometry. To esti-
mate the size of the effect we selected sources with at least 50
epoch observations in GBP in a set of 5 mmag slices at GBP=20,
21, 22, 23, 24 and computed the median and MAD of the cal-
ibrated epoch fluxes for all the sources in each slice using all
epochs or just those with flux larger than 1 e−s−1. The analysis is
done in flux-space, because the error distributions in magnitude-
space are not symmetric with the discrepancy becoming progres-
sively larger towards fainter fluxes (see Appendix F). The results
are summarised in Table 4: the increase in scatter is rather mod-
est for sources close to GBP ≈ 20 and only increases to 30−40%
at fainter GBP magnitudes. Although the increase in scatter for
the GBP=24 slice is smaller than for the GBP=23 slice, it should
be noted that these two fainter slices have ten times less epochs
available than the brighter slices and therefore the discrepancy
is probably due to small number statistics. Finally, it should be
noted that at GBP ≈ 22 the scatter is already of the same order of
magnitude as the mean flux and since Fig. 27 suggests that the
corrected G∗BP magnitude could reach values even fainter than
25, it is unlikely that the photometry of these source would be of
much scientific value.

Fig. 27. Change in the GBP magnitude when removing the low flux
threshold versus GBP magnitude for the sample of ≈ 3.4 million nearby
sources. The inset shows a zoom of the transition region where the dis-
crepancy between the two magnitudes becomes significant. The solid
line shows the median ∆(G∗BP −GBP) and the two dashed lines show the
84th and 16th percentiles.

All Threshold
GBP Nt/N f̃ MAD f̃ MAD ∆σ
20 95.5% 139.90 32.06 140.74 31.49 1.8%
21 89.1% 56.28 29.52 62.36 26.15 12.9%
22 70.9% 23.34 29.51 40.02 22.86 29.1%
23 58.2% 10.15 29.60 34.70 21.04 40.7%
24 55.5% 5.60 27.27 31.25 20.55 32.7%

Table 4. Statistics for the five magnitude slices used to characterise the
scatter. The first column provides the GBP magnitude of the 5 mmag
slice; the second column is the percentage of epochs that are used when
the 1 e−s−1 flux threshold is applied; columns three and four provide the
median f̃ and MAD flux when all epochs are used; columns five and six
provide the median f̃ and MAD flux when the low flux threshold is
applied; column seven provide the percentage increase in scatter when
the the low flux threshold is not used.

8.2. Sources with poor SSCs

While validating the photometry for Gaia EDR3 it was realised
that the G magnitude distribution has a small tail of very faint
sources extending as faint as G ≈ 25.5. Every Gaia transit has
an associated uncalibrated magnitude estimated onboard by the
VPU. By design (de Bruijne et al. 2015) the VPU detection mag-
nitude does not reach values fainter than ≈ 21 mag since the de-
tection algorithm will not assign a window to fainter detections.
Even allowing for a generous error in the on-board estimated
magnitude, it is clearly not possible for Gaia to have observed
sources much fainter than G ≈ 21. The cause of these unrealis-
tically faint sources was found to be due to unreliable reference
SSCs estimated from the mean spectra used in the calibration
process. It is indeed possible that if the SSCs fluxes forming the
ratios used in the LS calibration model (see Sect. 4.4) have ex-
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treme values the resulting calibration factor could have a value
considerably smaller than 1 leading to a much fainter calibrated
flux. It should be noted that the calibrations do not have any
problem, the issue is caused by unreliable colour information
(i.e. the SSCs) being used when applying the calibration to the
epoch photometry of some sources.

The unreliable SSCs values were caused mostly by two dif-
ferent issues: 1) sources with mean spectra significantly affected
by blending with another source leading to significantly higher
flux levels in the boundary SSCs; 2) red sources with extremely
low flux in GBP leading to very low signal-to-noise mean spec-
trum and hence very unreliable BP SSC values. Sources affected
by this issue were identified from having extreme values of the
SSC ratios used when applying the LS calibration and their pho-
tometry has been removed from the main Gaia EDR3 catalogue
(see Fabricius et al. 2020, for more information). A separate ta-
ble with ad-hoc photometry produced by calibrating the sources
as bronze (i.e. using default SSC values) is available from the
Gaia EDR3 archive for these sources.

8.3. Systematics due to use of default colour in the IPD

In determining the G–band fluxes, an appropriate PSF or LSF
must be chosen in order to carry out the IPD (Rowell et al. 2020).
One of the parameters used to select the LSF/PSF is the colour
of the source and this is done using the νeff value determined
from the mean BP/RP spectrum. In some cases, this value is not
available, so a default one is used: this will lead to a systematic
effect in both astrometry and G–band photometry. In the former
case, the handling of the chromaticity effects in the astrometric
solution automatically dealt also with this systematic (Lindegren
et al. 2020). Unfortunately the importance of this effect was not
recognised early enough to be included in the photometric cal-
ibration model and therefore the only option for Gaia EDR3 is
to derive a correction to the internally calibrated mean source
photometry.

This has been carried out using a short period of data for
which the IPD was generated twice using the appropriate νeff

values and the default one. The period was chosen such that the
scan direction would cross the SMC so that a significant number
of blue stars were available for the calibration. The analysis of
this dataset showed that the systematic generated by the use of a
default νeff is a function of νeff, AC position, CCD, FoV and mag-
nitude. In principle the correction should be applied to the epoch
photometry before generating the mean source photometry, how-
ever this approach is impractical since the epoch photometry is
not available in Gaia EDR3. Since there are many observations
contributing to the mean G–band photometry in the dataset used,
an average correction can be calculated which is only dependent
on source properties available in the Gaia EDR3 archive: colour
and magnitude.

Investigation as a function of magnitude showed that the sys-
tematic was mainly dependent on the window class configura-
tion, thus the analysis was divided into the magnitude ranges
G < 13, 13 < G < 16 and G > 13. There is a further slight
magnitude dependence at the faintest magnitudes, but this is not
corrected. Figure 28 shows that there is no significant correc-
tion needed for the brightest range which corresponds to sources
observed mainly with 2D observations. A simple cubic relation-
ship as a function of colour (GBP −GRP) was fit to the measured
systematic and the coefficients are given in Table 5 for the two
magnitude ranges for which the correction is required. [MR]:
The correction will be updated to be provided in terms of G flux

Fig. 28. The systematic caused by using a default νeff as a function of
colour. The analysis is divided into the magnitude ranges G < 13 (red),
13 < G < 16 (green) and G > 13 (blue). The magenta lines are cubic
polynomial fits to these lines.

so that all derived quantities (e.g. flux excess and colours) will
be corrected as well.

G range c0 c1 c2 c3
13 < G < 16 0.00954 -0.02767 0.01905 -0.00303
G > 16 0.00572 -0.02532 0.01901 -0.00279

Table 5. The coefficients of the correction to the G–band photometry to
be applied to the stars where a default νeff has been used in the IPD. The
correction is a simple cubic polynomial in BP−RP. The applicability
range in GBP − GRP of these corrections is 0.25 to 3.0. Note that no
correction is needed for G < 13.

To validate this correction, main sequence stars were selected
from the HR diagram for stars with parallax greater than 3 mas.
The split that can be seen in the G − GRP versus GBP − G plot,
shown in the upper panel of Fig. 29, is due to whether a star
has been processed with an actual or default νeff. The lower
panel shows the same plot but with corrected G–band photom-
etry for stars that have had a default νeff used in the IPD. These
can be easily identified in the Gaia EDR3 archive as those hav-
ing astrometric_params_solved=95 (see Lindegren et al.
2020). As can be seen, the correction removes the split.

Due to the nature of the cyclic processing chain, the νeff

value used in the IPD, comes from the previous processing cy-
cle, which contained less data. This means that there are many
sources that used a default νeff in IPD, but have a mean GBP−GRP
value in Gaia EDR3 catalogue that can be used to correct for this
effect using the procedure described in this section. Since this is a
large number, a separate table in the archive is provided with the
corrected G–band photometry for the convenience of the user.

9. Considerations for the end user

A major point made by this paper is that there is no silver bullet
when it comes to identifying problematic data in a large cata-
logue like Gaia EDR3. The best approach is inevitably depen-
dent on the specific scientific goal that the end user is pursuing.
However it is recognised that it can also be valuable to have a
set of prescriptions that could be applied when a preliminary ex-
ploration of the data is required before committing to a more
detailed analysis. In this spirit, this section provides a number
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Fig. 29. Top panel: This shows a colour-colour diagram of the reddest
main sequence stars in the local neighbourhood with parallax greater
than 3 mas. Bottom panel: The same sources but with corrected G–band
photometry.

of suggestions for possible quality filters that users may want to
consider while also pointing out some caveats. This section deals
only with the photometric content of Gaia EDR3, the reader is
referred to Lindegren et al. (2020) for what concerns the astro-
metric content of the catalogue.

While it is obviously worthwhile including in the archive
query some basic restrictions (e.g. magnitude and/or colour
range, minimum number of observations, sky position, basic as-
trometric parameters, etc.) to benefit from the database indices
and restrict the data volume to a manageable size, we suggest
applying more detailed filtering as a post-processing operation:
this will allow to tweak the selection criteria and assess their im-
pact.

9.1. Filter on GBP

Section 8.1 showed that GBP tends to be systematically brighter
towards the faint end: it would therefore make sense to include
a restriction on GBP in the archive query. From Fig. 27 the re-
striction GBP < m could be in the range 20.3 ≤ m ≤ 20.9 which
corresponds to the range where 50% of the sources should have
a GBP flux that is unaffected by the systematic to where 50% of
the sources are systematically brighter by 0.2 mag. The value

GBP IBP N Fraction
20.3 103.61 7,575,348 68%
20.4 94.49 7,812,148 71%
20.5 86.18 8,047,835 73%
20.6 78.60 8,284,960 75%
20.7 71.68 8,523,503 77%
20.8 65.37 8,769,848 79%
20.9 59.62 9,026,012 82%
None None 11,069,066 100%

Table 6. Effect of filtering on GBP for the nearby source dataset. GBP
shows the maximum value allowed for phot_bp_mean_mag, IBP shows
the corresponding minimum value allowed for phot_bp_mean_flux.

chosen for m will have an impact on completeness and on the
magnitude and colour range of the selection. Of course if GBP
(or derived quantities) is not required in the analysis, then there
is no use in applying the filter.

To illustrate the effect of this filter we used a set of the nearby
sources with gold photometry4. Table 6 shows the fraction of
sources that were retained as a function of the magnitude thresh-
old in the suggested range. The brightest threshold caused nearly
one third of the sources to be excluded from the selection, the
faintest threshold instead caused 18% of the sources to be ex-
cluded.

9.2. Crowding effects

Gaia EDR3 provides two quantities that were not available in
Gaia DR2 and that provide the number of BP and RP epoch
transits included in the mean source photometry that are likely
to be blended5 with one or more other sources (see Sect. 3.1). A
useful metric that can be computed for a source is the blending
fraction β which is defined as the sum of the number of blended
transits in BP and RP divided by the sum of the number of ob-
servations in BP and RP. To avoid systematic problems caused
by crowding, sources could be required to have a low blend frac-
tion, e.g. β ≤ 0.1 allows only 10% of the epochs to be affected
by blending.

There are a number of caveats that should be considered
when applying this kind of selection. First, the fact that a source
has β = 0.0 does not necessarily imply that the source is not af-
fected by crowding. The reason is that the crowding assessment
(see Sect. 3.1) is limited to sources that are present in the Gaia
catalogue, i.e. sources that have been acquired, at least once, by
Gaia. Close pairs, i.e. sources that are close enough on the sky
to never be resolved by Gaia as a non-single source, will not be
excluded by a filter on β. The second caveat is that β does not
take into account the flux ratio between the target source and
the blending source(s): e.g. if β = 0.5 but the target source is
GBP = 14.0 and the blending source is GBP = 19.0, then the ef-
fect of the blending source on the target source is probably negli-
gible. In principle, users can assess this effect, at least in the case
where the blending is from a source that is close to the target
source on the sky (an occasional blend could be due to a source
coming from the other field of view). First all sources affected
by blending can be detected using a filter on β, then for each
of these sources a cone search query could be performed to find

4 The archive selection required astrometric_params_solved>=31,
parallax>3, parallax_error<1, and phot_proc_mode=0.
5 Columns phot_bp_n_blended_transits and
phot_rp_n_blended_transits in gaia_source table in the
Gaia EDR3 archive.
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other sources in the Gaia EDR3 archive that are close enough to
the target source to result in a blend. Since the size of a BP/RP
window is approximately 3.5×2.1 arcsec (AL×AC), sources that
are closer than ≈ 1.05 arcsec should always be blended whereas
sources that are at a distance larger than ≈ 1.05 arcsec but closer
than ≈ 1.75 arcsec will occasionally be blended depending on
the satellite scan direction. Once the blending source(s) have
been identified it will become possible to make a more informed
decision on whether the blend is likely to have a significant effect
on the photometry or not.

9.3. Filter on BP/RP corrected flux excess

Section 6 introduced the corrected BP/RP flux excess, C∗, which
is obtained for a given source by subtracting from the BP/RP flux
excess C (see Evans et al. 2018) the expected excess at the source
colour produced by the polynomial defined in Table 2. C∗ pro-
vides a measure of consistency between the G–band, BP and RP
photometry and therefore can be used to exclude sources show-
ing inconsistencies. Section 6 analysed in detail different possi-
ble causes of the inconsistency, showing that it could originate
in any of the bands. This is the major limitation with C∗: it only
indicates the presence of an inconsistency, without an indication
to where it originates. Filtering on C∗ can also be problematic
when completeness is important since it will have the effect of
excluding variable and extended sources.

To devise a selection criteria for C∗ we made use of the Stet-
son and Ivezic standards (Stetson 2000; Ivezić et al. 2007) to de-
termine the C∗ scatter versus G magnitude using all the sources
in the sample with G > 9 (to avoid problems with low number
statistics at the bright end). The scatter was measured in bins of
0.01 mag and the resulting dataset was then fitted with a simple
power law in G magnitude:

σC∗ (G) = c0 + c1Gm (15)

with c0 = 0.0059898, c1 = 8.817481 · 10−12 and m = 7.618399.
This fit is considered to represent the 1σ scatter for a sample
of well behaved isolated stellar sources with good quality Gaia
photometry.

The top panel of Fig. 30 shows the C∗ dependence on G
magnitude with the σ and 3σ lines represented by the fit de-
scribed above. The bottom panel of Fig. 30 shows the C∗ depen-
dence on G magnitude for a sample of nearby sources (limited
to GBP < 20.75) showing the ±σ, ±3σ and ±5σ lines. A pos-
sible filter on the corrected BP/RP flux excess can be defined
in terms of the fitted scatter line as |C∗| < NσC∗ . The filter
should only be applied for G > 4 mag as for brighter magni-
tudes the effects of saturation are still too large (see Sect. A.1).
To illustrate the effect of the C∗ filter, we use the set of nearby
source with GBP < 20.75 (see Sect. 9.1)6. Figure 31 shows the
colour–magnitude diagrams for the full dataset and then for two
selection that applied a 5σ and a 3σ cut on C∗ respectively. The
bottom panel of Fig. 31 shows the fraction of sources as a func-
tion of G magnitude for the two filtered datasets. The effect of
the GBP magnitude filter (see Sect. 9.1) is also clearly visible as
a progressive brighter faint-magnitude limit toward red colours
visible in the CMDs. This also explains the fact that the frac-
tion of selected sources has a minimum at G ≈ 19.5 to then
increase again for fainter magnitudes where the sources in the
sample have bluer colours and are less likely to have a large C∗

6 [MR]: We need to formally introduce this somewhere to then refer
to it everywhere else.

Fig. 30. Corrected BP/RP flux excess vs magnitude for the Stetson and
Ivezic dataset (top panel) including the ±σ and ±3σ scatter lines and
for the nearby source dataset (bottom panel) including the ±σ, ±3σ and
±5σ scatter lines. The scatter lines are defined by Eq. 15 with the fit
coefficients provided in the text.

Fig. 31. Colour–magnitude diagram for the nearby source sample for
all sources with GBP < 20.75 (left top panel), the subset of sources with
|C∗| smaller than 5σ (central top panel) and smaller than 3σ (right top
panel). The bottom panel shows the fraction of sources selected using
the two thresholds.

(see Fig. 18). The C∗ filter seems to be mostly reducing the pop-
ulation of sources between white dwarf and main sequence.

9.4. Caveat on comparisons with previous releases

There are many reasons why the data from Gaia DR2 should not
be used in conjunction with or compared to that in EDR3. Due
to the way that the photometric systems have been set up in the
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two releases, the passbands are different and can’t be compared
directly. In general there will be colour terms between them. Al-
though the difference between the Gaia EDR3and DR2 pass-
bands are smaller than between DR2 and DR1 (G–band only), it
will still amount to a few percent. Specifically for the G–band,
the PSF/LSF calibrations (Rowell et al. 2020) have improved
greatly for this processing cycle and a number of systematic ef-
fects have been corrected because of this e.g. the linearity of the
magnitude scale. Also, since the PSF/LSF fits are now much bet-
ter for point sources, the difference in the photometry between
extended and point sources will be amplified. In some cases this
difference will amount to 0.5 mag or more. This issue is also
covered in Sect. D.

The source IDs are in the majority unchanged between Gaia
DR2 and EDR3, but it is still a significant number (Gaia Collab-
oration et al. 2020). Moreover, the list of transits associated to
a given source ID may have changed significantly following im-
provements in the cross match process. Finally, comparisons be-
tween data releases are not recommended in general since they
mainly show issues that are present in the old data that are no
longer relevant. Interpretation of the differences are also difficult
to make for the reasons given above.

10. Conclusions

In this paper we have presented the photometric content of
Gaia EDR3 and described the process of producing calibrated
photometry for G–band, BP and RP. A few issues that have been
discovered during the validation of the photometry in prepara-
tion for the data release have been discussed and possible mit-
igation strategies have been suggested. Although it has been
stressed that selecting good quality data from the Gaia EDR3
catalogue must be tailored to the specific scientific goal of the
end user, a number of quality metrics have been presented:
the recommendation is to use them only in the preliminary ex-
ploratory analysis while a better ad hoc approach is being de-
vised. Finally, we conclude providing a summary of the major
improvements in the Gaia EDR3 photometry.

– Apart from saturation effects for very bright sources (see
Sect. A.1), there is no significant magnitude term in the pho-
tometry cf. DR2 (Casagrande & VandenBerg 2018). As seen
in Fig. 25, there is no trend larger than 1 mmag/mag. This has
also made the epoch photometry more consistent between
CCDs which has improved the overall accuracy of the mean
values.

– Only one passband is present in the 3 passbands (G, GBP,
and GRP over the entire magnitude range. This has fixed the
issue in DR2 where there were 2 GBP passbands present (see
Sect. 7).

– Better background estimation has been carried out in all three
passbands. For the GBP and GRP bands this new processing
is described in Sect. 3.2. The validation of this is shown in
Fig. 20 where no trace of zodiacal light is present unlike in
DR2.

– The consistency between G, GBP and GRP has improved as is
shown in Sect. 6.

– Better saturation handling for the G–band has been carried
out for Gaia EDR3. This is seen in Fig. 14, where the bump
at G=11.2 has been reduced with respect to DR1 and DR2.
This can also be seen for G < 6 in this plot and in the analysis
of Sect. A.1 where the correction is close to zero.

– In Cycle 03, the handling of bad data was considerably im-
proved. This involved pre-filtering data that had been iden-
tified as problematic and excluding some periods where the

photometry was of poorer quality and could not be calibrated
well enough. This is evidenced in Figs. 15 and 16 where no
great circles (sometimes referred to as “cat scratches") are
visible.

– In comparison between DR1 and DR2, no discontinuities are
seen at G = 13 and 16 in the comparison with external pho-
tometry (see Fig. 17). This reflects the better stability that
has been achieved in establishing a consistent photometric
system between the window class configurations.

– Overall, the photometric calibrations have improved for
Gaia EDR3 which can be seen in behaviour of the photo-
metric accuracy as a function of magnitude shown in Fig. 14.
This is in part due to the addition of more terms to the cali-
bration models as described in Sect. 4.4.
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Appendix A: Colour–colour transformations

This section gives colour-colour transformations that relate the
Gaia EDR3 photometric systems to other systems. Relation-
ships for Hipparcos (ESA 1997), Tycho-2 (Høg et al. 2000),
SDSS12 (Alam et al. 2015b), Johnson-Cousins (Stetson 2000)
and 2MASS (Skrutskie et al. 2006) are provided here. For all fits,
except Johnson-Cousins, only those sources with small magni-
tude error and small BP/RP excess flux were used. In the case
of Johnson-Cousins, all available sources where used due to
the high quality of these standards. Gaia EDR3 sources with
G < 13 mag, photometry in the three Gaia passbands and in
the external photometric systems were cross-matched to these
external catalogues. The magnitude limit was used in order to
limit the influence of photometric noise on the derived relation-
ships. However, this magnitude range is not appropriate for the
SDSS12 transformations since SDSS12 sources brighter than
14 mag are saturated. Thus, for the SDSS12 transformations
Gaia EDR3 sources with σG < 0.01 and SDSS12 magnitudes
fainter than 15 were used. In order to obtain good quality fits, fil-
tering on data quality was applied to the data (see the Gaia EDR3
online documentation for more details). The validity of these fits
is only applicable in the colour ranges used for the fits (see Ta-
ble A.1). The coefficients of the polynomials representing the
transformations derived between Gaia and Hipparcos, Tycho-
2, SDSS12, Johnson-Cousins and 2MASS can be found in Ta-
ble A.2. A selection of these photometric relationships can be
seen in Fig. A.1. A complete set of figures can be found in the
Gaia EDR3 online documentation. The relationships shown here
were derived using an early internal version of the release. Thus,
some sources used in the fit could have been filtered out in the
final publication. The purpose of these relationships is to pro-
vide a general transformation valid for the widest possible set of
stellar populations and types. This will provide a reasonable esti-
mate of their photometry when transforming from one system to
another. There are cases in which different types, particularly M
giants and dwarfs, that show different behaviour in the colour-
colour diagram. In such cases, a single fit was carried out for
the most populous type (usually M giants), covering the widest
range of colours. Thus, for many of the relationships shown here
the red end is only valid for M giants and not M dwarfs.

Appendix A.1: Saturation correction

The effect of saturation on the photometry of bright stars is
shown in Fig. A.2. The impact of saturation on the results of
the G–band photometry has decreased with respect to Gaia DR2
because of improvements in the handling of saturation in the
PSF fitting (Rowell et al. 2020). The figure shows the residu-
als when Hipparcos or Tycho-2 photometry is transformed into
the Gaia EDR3 system, using the transformations in Table A.2,
and compared with the Gaia EDR3 photometry. The Tycho-2
and Hipparcos data are combined to derive empirical correc-
tions. The corrected magnitudes from the mean magnitudes in
Gaia EDR3, Gcorr

XP can be obtained with the following equations:

Gcorr −G = −0.09892 + 0.059G − 0.009775G2

+0.0004934G3 (A.1)
Gcorr

BP −GBP = −0.9921 − 0.02598G + 0.1833G2

−0.02862G3 (A.2)
Gcorr

RP −GRP = −14.94 + 14.41GRP − 4.657G2
RP

+0.503G3
RP (A.3)

The relationships should only be used in the following ranges:

2.0 < G < 8 for Eq. A.1
2.0 < G < 3.94 for Eq. A.2
2.0 < GRP < 3.45 for Eq. A.3

Appendix B: Gaps

In the period covered by Gaia EDR3 there are a number of gaps
in the photometric coverage. There are several factors that could
cause a gap, the most common are: decontamination and refo-
cussing events, gaps in the reconstructed attitude (closely related
to gaps in the crossmatch, Torra et al. 2020), satellite outages,
gaps in the BP/RP calibration libraries, quality filtering applied
during the processing and for the selection of the Gaia EDR3
content (Fabricius et al. 2020). Some gaps affect only certain in-
struments. Table B.1 provides a list of the known gaps in the
Gaia EDR3 photometry.

Decontamination campaigns involved actively heating dif-
ferent parts of the focal plane assembly to allow the water-
based contamination to sublimate and being vented out. A de-
contamination campaign terminates when the active heating is
disabled, however at that stage the satellite is not yet in thermal
equilibrium which is slowly reached over the course of several
revolutions. Using the photometric calibrations from the period
after the decontamination campaigns it was possible to detect
time ranges during which the system photometric response was
changing significantly with each OBMT revolution. The LS cal-
ibrations for these time ranges are not capable of tracking the
fast time evolution of the system and therefore the calibrated
AF epochs have been excluded from contributing to the source
photometry. The PSF/LSF modelling for these periods was also
problematic with the running solution unable to keep up with the
very rapid changes in the instrument. This resulted also in lower
quality raw fluxes produced by the IPD process (see Figure 10
in Rowell et al. 2020). The LS calibration for BP and RP did not
show the same problems and therefore the corresponding epochs
were not excluded. Table B.2 provides the time ranges for which
epoch observations were excluded from the source photometry.

Appendix C: Mean and predicted SSCs for silver
and bronze photometry

A fraction of Gaia sources has incomplete colour information:
a source may be missing either or both BP and RP spectrum
shape coefficient (SSC) sets. A silver source has incomplete or
missing either BP or RP SSCs. A source can be classified as
bronze if it has incomplete or missing both BP and RP SSCs or
if silver processing has failed. A gold source has complete SSC
information.

In order to calibrate the silver and bronze sources a statis-
tical approach has been adopted to estimate the missing SSCs.
In both cases a subset of ≈ 3 million sources was used for the
calibrations. This subset was a selection that further flattened the
distributions in colour, magnitude and sky position and as such
is not dominated by the central colours or a particular region in
the sky. In the case of the bronze sources, a set of default colours
(SSC values) is used. This has been derived from the median
SSC values of the subset above. In order to estimate the missing
SSC values of the silver sources, we assume that the colour-SSC
space distribution of carefully selected 2.9 × 106 gold sources in
the sample above and with more than 5 valid transits (G, BP and
RP) is representative of the overall distribution of the sources
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Fig. A.1. A selection of photometric relationships between Gaia EDR3 and Hipparcos, (top) Tycho-2, SDSS12, Johnson-Cousins and 2MASS
(bottom).

observed by Gaia. A fifth-degree polynomial is then fitted to the
SSC/G vs. XP/G flux ratio distributions in order to determine
empirical relationships from which the missing values are es-
timated. The distribution of the sources and the results of the
procedure are shown in Fig. C.1.

Appendix D: Photometry of extragalactic sources

Section 6 showed that galaxies tend to have large values of
the corrected BP/RP flux excess C∗ (see the top-left panel of
Fig. 22): this behaviour can be explained considering the Gaia
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Fig. A.2. Saturation corrections for G (left), GBP (centre) and GRP (right) passbands.

Fig. C.1. Results of the estimation procedure. Top: Distribution of
sources in the SSC/G vs. XP/G space (colour-coded according to the
legend) and the results of the corresponding fits (black lines). Bottom:
Residuals.

acquisition system and processing for G–band and BP/RP data.
Fainter sources are acquired in the AF CCDs using the window
configuration that corresponds to a viewing size of 0.35 × 2.1
(AL×AC) arcsec. BP/RP spectra are instead acquired with a win-
dow configuration providing a AL×AC viewing size of 3.5× 2.1
arcsec. Since the BP/RP uncalibrated epoch flux is derived by
integrating the pre-processed epoch spectra (see Sect. 3), this
is equivalent to aperture photometry with a rectangular aperture.
The G–band photometry instead is the result of an LSF fit, where
the LSF (Rowell et al. 2020) is optimised for point sources and
therefore it is likely to produce an underestimate flux as the ob-
served sources become progressively less stellar-like. The net
result is that the BP/RP flux will tend to be significantly larger
than the G–band one with the colour of the source unlikely to
play a noticeable role since its effect will be much smaller (see
Fig. 18, top panel).

This explanation was verified using a sample of 146,605
galaxies selected from the SDSS DR12 release (Alam et al.
2015a) and extracted from CDS (Wenger et al. 2000). Figure D.1
shows the BP/RP corrected flux excess vs the apparent size of

Fig. D.1. Dependence of the corrected BP/RP flux excess factor C∗
with the apparent size of the galaxy provided in terms of its de Vau-
couleurs radius for a sample of ≈ 146 thousand galaxies selected from
SDSS DR12. The top panel shows the density, the bottom panel the
colour scale shows the difference between the G–band magnitude and
the SDSS g magnitude.

the galaxies as measured by the De Vaucouleurs radius. The
top panel shows the distribution of the galaxies confirming that
C∗ increases with the angular size of the galaxy up to the point
when the galaxy becomes larger than the size of the BP/RP win-
dow becoming flat for larger sizes. The bottom panel of Fig. D.1
shows the same dependency but with the colour scale showing
the difference between the Gaia G and the SDSS g magnitude.
Although the two bands are not the same, this difference can be
used as a first order approximation of the discrepancy between
the Gaia photometry and the SDSS photometry: as expected, the
discrepancy is smaller for galaxies of small apparent size and
then increases significantly for progressively larger objects.

Because of the very small size of the AF windows, it is likely
that the G–band photometry of extended sources will show an
excess of scatter mimicking variability. The more elongated the
galaxy the larger the excess scatter is expected to be since the
measured epoch flux will be affected by the scanning direction
of the satellite. This effect can be seen in Fig. D.2 which shows
the variability proxy7 for the G–band vs the G magnitude (see
e.g. Mowlavi et al. 2020) with the colour scale showing the ratio
between the semi-minor and semi-major axes of the galaxy as
available from the SDSS archive. As expected, the more elon-

7 The variability proxy corresponds to the estimated fractional error
on a single AF CCD observation assuming all observations have equal
weight.
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Fig. D.2. Dependence of the variability proxy Aproxy,G for the G–band
with the apparent size of the galaxy provided in terms of its de Vau-
couleurs radius for a sample of ≈ 146 thousand galaxies selected from
SDSS DR12. The colour scale shows the ratio between semi-minor and
semi-major axes of the galaxies.

gated the galaxy, the larger the excess scatter of the G–band
photometry. Because of the much larger size of the windows,
this pseudo-variability is not observed in the BP/RP photometry.
Variability studies using Gaia data should take this into account
to avoid polluting their sample with galaxies.

Finally, it should be noted that the PSF/LSF modelling and
IPD determination has been considerably improved (Rowell
et al. 2020) in Gaia EDR3 for point sources: significant differ-
ences with respect to the Gaia DR2 photometry are therefore to
be expected for extended sources. This is yet another example
of the limitations in comparing the Gaia EDR3 and Gaia DR2
photometry.

Appendix E: RP zooming

The precision reached in the photometric calibrations is such that
even small effects can be analysed in detail. An example of this
is offered by the signature of RP zooming in the small-scale cal-
ibrations for the RP CCDs.

The RP prism has a very low convergence (about 1%) which
reduces the total telescope focal length but only in the across-
scan direction. It leads to the loss of samples located at the ex-
treme AC edges of the CCD: up to 70 pixels may be lost in the
RP field of view. Of course, the most affected CCDs are the ex-
treme ones (row 1 and 7 for RP), and only a minor effect is ex-
pected on the central CCD (row 4). To mitigate for this effect
additional optical elements are used to effectively magnify the
RP optical path to fully cover the RP CCDs. The VPU allocates
the window positions based on a set of on-board lookup tables
that take into account the AC motion of the source on the focal
plane: for a given AC position of the window, as assigned by the
VPU, there will be a distribution of how well centred the source
will be within the window. Although this is true also for BP, the
RP zooming has the effect of widening the distribution of this
centring error. This means that to effectively model flux loss in
RP, it is necessary to adopt a wider range for the centring error.
This is shown in the top panel of Fig. E.1 which shows the CCD
response determined by the SS calibration for an initial test run
which was using the ±2 pixel clamped range for the centring
error. The saw-tooth pattern is cause by residual flux-loss that
was not corrected due to the restriction in centring error. When
the correction range for the flux loss is expanded to ±4 pixel,
as shown in the bottom panel of Fig. E.1, the pattern fully dis-
appears in the preceding FoV (red) and is considerably reduced

in the following FoV (blue), although a systematic effect is still
present at the ≈ 2.5 mmag level. The probable reason for the re-
maining error is that the flux loss terms in the LS calibrations is
only a quadratic in centring error and that for RP more terms are
needed.

Fig. E.1. CCD response as a function of AC position as derived from the
SS calibration. The top panel shows the response when the flux loss has
been modelled and corrected only in the range ±2 pix; the bottom panel
shows the response when the flux loss has been modelled and corrected
in the range ±4 pix. The blue dots show the preceding FoV; the red dots
show the following FoV.

Appendix F: On the use of fluxes and magnitudes

The error distribution of the fluxes is reasonably symmetric
and close to being Gaussian for most magnitudes (but see also
Sect. 8.1). This is the reason why all the photometric calibrations
are carried out in flux-space. The transformation from fluxes to
magnitudes is non-linear and would cause the error distribution
to become asymmetric. If the calibrations were to be done in
magnitude-space a bias would be created. While this would be
small, at the 1% level, the aim of the Gaia project is to push the
photometric accuracy to the mmag level and beyond. The use
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of fluxes in the photometric processing, with flux errors being
Gaussian-distributed, has the additional advantage of support-
ing the use of a maximum likelihood estimator for the gener-
ation of mean photometry. Furthermore, using inverse variance
weighting ensures maximum signal to noise for the mean (see
e.g. Lupton 1993). In general, the asymmetry caused by the flux-
magnitude transformation is small, but since the photometry is
being published close to the magnitude limit it is important to
consider. The error asymmetry caused by this transformation be-
tween plus and minus magnitudes for the epoch G photometry is
5%, 10% and 20% for G magnitudes of 19, 20 and 21 respec-
tively. This is the reason why magnitude errors are not given
in the Gaia archive – a single magnitude error is not sufficient.
If working in magnitude space is required, then lower and up-
per bounds of the magnitude error should be computed from the
I −σI and I +σI values converted to magnitudes using the zero-
points given in Table 3.

It is recommended that users work in flux space at the faint
end i.e. do forward modelling and compare the model and data
in flux space not in magnitude space.

Table A.1. Applicable range for the relationships between the
Gaia EDR3 system and the other photometric systems considered.

Hipparcos relationships
G − HP = f (B − V) −0.25 < B − V < 1.9a

G − HP = f (V − I) −0.25 < V − I < 5.0
G − HP = f (GBP −GRP) −0.5 < GBP −GRP < 4.0

GBP − HP = f (V − I) −0.2 < V − I < 3.0
GRP − HP = f (V − I) −0.4 < V − I < 3.5
GBP −GRP = f (V − I) −0.5 < V − I < 3.5

Tycho-2 relationships
G − VT = f (BT − VT ) −0.2 < BT − VT < 2.0b

G − VT = f (GBP −GRP) −0.35 < GBP −GRP < 4.0
G − BT = f (GBP −GRP) −0.3 < GBP −GRP < 3.0
GBP − VT = f (BT − VT ) −0.2 < BT − VT < 2.5
GRP − VT = f (BT − VT ) −0.3 < BT − VT < 2.0c

GBP −GRP = f (BT − VT ) −0.3 < BT − VT < 2.0d

SDSS12 relationships
G − g = f (g − i) −1.0 < g − i < 9.0
G − r = f (r − i) −0.5 < r − i < 2.0
G − i = f (r − i) −0.35 < r − i < 2.0

GBP − g = f (g − i) −0.6 < g − i < 3.5
GRP − r = f (r − i) −0.9 < g − i < 8.0

GBP −GRP = f (g − i) −0.5 < g − i < 3.5e

G − r = f (GBP −GRP) 0.0 < GBP −GRP < 3.0 f

G − i = f (GBP −GRP) 0.5 < GBP −GRP < 2.0
G − g = f (GBP −GRP) 0.3 < GBP −GRP < 3.0g

Johnson-Cousins relationships
G − V = f (V − IC) −0.4 < V − IC < 5.0
G − V = f (V − R) −0.15 < V − R < 2.3h

G − V = f (B − V) −0.4 < B − V < 3.3i

GBP − V = f (V − IC) 0.0 < V − IC < 4.0
GRP − V = f (V − IC) −0.4 < V − IC < 5.0

GBP −GRP = f (V − IC) −0.4 < V − IC < 5.0
G − V = f (GBP −GRP) −0.5 < GBP −GRP < 5.0
G − R = f (GBP −GRP) 0.0 < GBP −GRP < 4.0 j

G − IC = f (GBP −GRP) −0.5 < GBP −GRP < 4.5
2MASS relationships

G − KS = f (H − KS ) −0.1 < H − KS < 0.4
GBP − KS = f (H − KS ) −0.1 < H − KS < 0.4
GRP − KS = f (H − KS ) −0.1 < H − KS < 0.4
GBP −GRP = f (H − KS ) −0.1 < H − KS < 0.4
G − KS = f (GBP −GRP) −0.5 < GBP −GRP < 2.5
G − H = f (GBP −GRP) −0.5 < GBP −GRP < 2.5
G − J = f (GBP −GRP) −0.5 < GBP −GRP < 2.5
G − KS = f (J − KS ) −0.2 < H − KS < 1.1

GBP − KS = f (J − KS ) −0.2 < H − KS < 1.1
GRP − KS = f (J − KS ) −0.2 < H − KS < 1.1
GBP −GRP = f (J − KS ) −0.1 < H − KS < 1.1

a For B − V > 1.4 this is only valid for M giants.
b For BT − VT > 1.7 this is only valid for M giants.
c For BT − VT > 1.7 this is only valid for M giants.
d For BT − VT > 1.7 this is only valid for M giants.
e For GBP −GRP > 2.25 this is only valid for M giants.
f For GBP −GRP > 2.0 this is only valid for M giants.
g For GBP −GRP > 2.0 this is only valid for M giants.
h For V − R > 0.9 this is only valid for M giants.
i For B − V > 1.3 this is only valid for M giants.
j For GBP −GRP > 2.0 this is only valid for M giants.
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Table A.2. Coefficients of the transformation polynomials derived between the Hipparcos, Tycho-2, SDSS12, Johnson-Cousins and 2MASS
systems and that of Gaia EDR3.

Hipparcos relationships
B − V (B − V)2 (B − V)3 σ

G − Hp -0.02392 -0.4069 0.04569 -0.0452 0.02417
V − I (V − I)2 (V − I)3 σ

G − Hp 0.01546 -0.4308 -0.01872 0.08191
GBP − Hp -0.02696 0.1086 -0.009148 0.004715 0.06
GRP − Hp -0.006437 -1.194 0.09962 0.1024
GBP −GRP -0.01612 1.274 -0.08143 0.082

GBP −GRP (GBP −GRP)2 (GBP −GRP)3 σ
G − Hp -0.01008 -0.2309 -0.1300 0.01894 0.06066

Tycho-2 relationships
BT − VT (BT − VT)2 (BT − VT)3 σ

G − VT -0.01072 -0.2870 0.05807 -0.06791 0.06084
GBP − VT -0.01868 0.2682 -0.1366 0.01272 0.04127
GRP − VT -0.04424 -1.197 0.4948 -0.1757 0.09359
GBP −GRP 0.02621 1.458 -0.6176 0.1817 0.06834

GBP −GRP (GBP −GRP)2 (GBP −GRP)3 (GBP −GRP)4 (GBP −GRP)5 σ
G − VT -0.01077 -0.0682 -0.2387 0.02342 0.05350
G − BT -0.004288 -0.8547 0.1244 -0.9085 0.4843 -0.06814 0.07063

SDSS12 relationships
g − i (g − i)2 (g − i)3 σ

G − g -0.1064 -0.4964 -0.09339 0.004444 0.0872
GBP − g 0.06213 -0.2059 -0.06478 0.007264 0.02944
GRP − g -0.3306 -0.9847 -0.02874 0.002112 0.04958

GBP −GRP 0.3971 0.777 -0.04164 0.008237 0.03846
r − i (r − i)2 (r − i)3 σ

G − r -0.01664 0.2662 -0.649 0.08227 0.123
G − i -0.01066 1.298 -0.7595 0.1492 0.07112

GBP −GRP (GBP −GRP)2 (GBP −GRP)3 (GBP −GRP)4 σ
G − r -0.09837 0.08592 0.1907 -0.1701 0.02263 0.03776
G − i -0.293 0.6404 -0.09609 -0.002104 0.04092
G − g 0.2199 -0.6365 -0.1548 0.0064 0.0745

Johnson-Cousins relationships
V − IC (V − IC)2 (V − IC)3 (V − IC)4 σ

G − V -0.01597 -0.02809 -0.2483 0.03656 -0.002939 0.0272
GBP − V -0.0143 0.3564 -0.1332 0.01212 0.0371
GRP − V 0.01868 -0.9028 -0.005321 -0.004186 0.03784

GBP −GRP -0.03298 1.259 -0.1279 0.01631 0.04459
V − R (V − R)2 (V − R)3 σ

G − V -0.03088 -0.04653 -0.8794 0.1733 0.0352
B − V (B − V)2 (B − V)3 σ

G − V -0.04749 -0.0124 -0.2901 0.02008 0.04772
GBP −GRP (GBP −GRP)2 (GBP −GRP)3 (GBP −GRP)4 σ

G − V -0.02704 0.01424 -0.2156 0.01426 0.03017
G − R -0.02275 0.3961 -0.1243 -0.01396 0.003775 0.03167
G − IC 0.01753 0.76 -0.0991 0.03765

2MASS relationships
H −KS (H −KS)2 σ

G − KS 0.5594 11.09 3.040 0.3743
GBP − KS 0.5922 15.36 1.691 0.499
GRP − KS 0.1882 10.3 -3.976 0.2956
GBP −GRP 0.1836 8.456 -3.781 0.2361

GBP −GRP (GBP −GRP)2 σ
G − KS -0.0981 2.089 -0.1579 0.08553
G − H -0.1048 2.011 -0.1758 0.07805
G − J 0.01798 1.389 -0.09338 0.04762

J −KS (J −KS)2 (J −KS)3 (J −KS)4 σ
G − KS 0.1683 3.803 -1.45 0.7867 0.1309

GBP − KS 0.1777 5.28 -4.384 4.451 -1.273 0.174
GRP − KS 0.08089 2.655 -1.488 1.618 -0.5068 0.07997
GBP −GRP 0.09396 2.581 -2.782 2.788 -0.8027 0.09668Article number, page 27 of 30
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From To CCDs
1324.10135 1336.08621 All AFs, both FoV
1336.08621 1344.07611 AF1 only, both FoV
2328.61877 2330.61571 AF1 preceding FoV only
2338.96237 2350.94621 All AFs, both FoV
2350.94621 2358.93543 AF1 only, both FoV
4121.38599 4133.39359 All AFs, both FoV
4133.39359 4141.39866 AF1 only, both FoV

Table B.2. List of time ranges for which certain epochs were excluded
from the mean source photometry because the calibration could not
track the fast changes in system response. The first and second columns
provide the start and stop OBMT revolution of the exclusion period; the
third column provides the set of excluded epoch CCD observations.
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Table B.1. Caption

Start End Duration Cause
1105.086491 1105.397602 0.311111 Attitude
1185.162879 1185.354545 0.191667 Attitude
1189.165656 1189.353156 0.187500 Attitude
1193.017045 1193.035101 0.018056 Attitude
1241.843433 1241.889267 0.045833 Attitude
1261.364266 1261.537878 0.173611 Attitude
1297.893433 1297.936488 0.043056 Attitude
1316.490655 1316.491631 0.000976 Attitude
1316.491631 1324.101353 7.609722 Decontamination
1324.101353 1326.797599 2.696246 Attitude
1336.678154 1336.786488 0.108333 Attitude
1380.717043 1380.897598 0.180556 Attitude
1401.753153 1401.951764 0.198611 Attitude
1436.318431 1436.330931 0.012500 Attitude
1443.949918 1443.974918 0.025000 Refocussing
1471.942041 1472.237875 0.295833 Attitude
1498.048985 1498.240652 0.191667 Attitude
1623.572595 1623.694817 0.122222 Attitude
1649.117039 1649.139261 0.022222 Attitude
1649.650372 1649.672594 0.022222 Attitude
1650.165650 1650.183705 0.018056 Attitude
1650.205927 1650.221205 0.015278 Attitude
1650.576761 1650.589261 0.012500 Attitude
1651.092039 1651.104539 0.012500 Attitude
1651.189261 1651.835094 0.645833 Attitude
1652.335094 1652.453150 0.118056 Attitude
1655.672594 1655.694816 0.022222 Attitude
1770.014259 1770.214259 0.200000 Attitude
1773.710092 1773.835092 0.125000 Attitude
1788.114259 1788.168425 0.054167 Attitude
1849.126758 1849.144813 0.018056 Attitude
1919.019812 1919.125368 0.105556 Attitude
1943.455923 1943.553145 0.097222 Attitude
1951.342034 1951.465645 0.123611 Attitude
1962.371201 1962.478145 0.106944 Attitude
2094.003143 2095.568421 1.565278 Attitude
2099.223977 2099.412865 0.188889 Attitude
2111.240643 2111.457310 0.216667 Attitude
2139.417031 2139.523976 0.106944 Attitude
2142.289254 2142.394809 0.105556 Attitude
2147.971198 2147.994809 0.023611 Attitude
2150.432309 2150.535087 0.102778 Attitude
2154.119809 2154.223976 0.104167 Attitude
2165.160087 2165.178142 0.018056 Attitude
2172.835087 2173.064253 0.229167 Attitude
2178.246198 2178.261475 0.015278 Attitude
2179.636475 2179.764253 0.127778 Attitude
2192.251753 2195.218420 2.966667 Attitude
2233.850363 2233.878141 0.027778 Attitude
2233.898975 2233.921197 0.022222 Attitude
2233.967030 2234.010086 0.043056 Attitude
2235.662863 2235.676752 0.013889 Attitude
2246.647586 2246.842030 0.194444 Attitude
2330.615640 2330.615706 0.000066 Attitude
2330.615706 2338.962373 8.346667 Decontamination
2354.546195 2355.447584 0.901389 Attitude
2386.614250 2386.643417 0.029167 Attitude
2405.967028 2408.643417 2.676389 Attitude
2408.935083 2409.968417 1.033333 Attitude
2499.493415 2499.680915 0.187500 Attitude
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Start End Duration Cause
2574.644410 2574.727743 0.083333 Refocussing
2574.727743 2574.828137 0.100394 Attitude
2651.929524 2651.962858 0.033333 Attitude
2751.340634 2751.530912 0.190278 Attitude
3045.130908 3048.183685 3.052778 Attitude
3205.136461 3205.172572 0.036111 Attitude
3254.087849 3254.286460 0.198611 Attitude
3269.454515 3269.469793 0.015278 Attitude
3271.503127 3271.532293 0.029167 Attitude
3314.864237 3314.882293 0.018056 Attitude
3317.535070 3317.562848 0.027778 Attitude
3542.114234 3542.311456 0.197222 Attitude
3603.251733 3605.226733 1.975000 Attitude
4009.661450 4009.855894 0.194444 Attitude
4074.210060 4076.062838 1.852778 Attitude
4112.768393 4112.769320 0.000927 Attitude
4112.769320 4121.385986 8.616666 Decontamination
4182.015614 4182.029503 0.013889 Attitude
4263.518390 4263.718390 0.200000 Attitude
4399.057277 4399.251722 0.194444 Attitude
4477.440610 4477.737832 0.297222 Attitude
4478.018387 4478.083665 0.065278 Attitude
4545.371164 4545.383664 0.012500 Attitude
4626.857274 4627.057274 0.200000 Attitude
4729.669773 4729.683662 0.013889 Attitude
4795.372550 4795.805883 0.433333 Attitude
4845.776715 4845.819771 0.043056 Attitude
4873.516993 4873.558660 0.041667 Attitude
4965.730880 4965.753103 0.022222 Attitude
5056.171157 5056.215601 0.044444 Attitude
5078.630879 5078.835046 0.204167 Attitude
5203.610044 5203.651711 0.041667 Attitude
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